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Preface
Due to the out-break of covid-19, all outbound abroad study programs organized
by Hokkaido University have been suspended since the spring of 2020. The Short-term
Overseas Study Program (StSP), which is one of the outbound programs, is a subject of
“Study Abroad” categorized to “Inter-Faculty Classes”. Enrolled students can obtain two
academic credits after the completion of the program. Second to sixth year students in
any undergraduate school and graduate students in any graduate school can apply for
StSP, except for those who are in their final semester before graduation. StSp is well
designed and organized to foster future global leaders by providing them two-weeks of
overseas experience in partner universities located in North America, Europe or Asia.
However, under the pandemic situation, going abroad and having a live overseas
experience has become difficult.
In March 2nd to 11th, 2021 we conducted a Virtual Study Abroad Program,
entitled “Sustainable Development Studies: Nature and Humans in North America”
through strong and kind collaboration with professors and staff of three partner
universities in North America: University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), University of
Washington (UW) and University of British Columbia (UBC). The course covered
sustainability-related topics closely linked to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
and included common topics which have been conducted in partner universities to realize
diverse and inclusive societies. The program comprised state-of-the-art knowledge on
global sustainability, marine biodiversity, ecosystem services, permafrost, wild-life
management, forestry, culture of indigenous people, immigration issues, etc.
To facilitate active learning on each topic the virtual program was offered as
follows: (1st step) on-demand in-advance lectures in which students could view as many
times as they needed; (2nd step) small group online discussions activated by Teaching
Assistants, who are mainly international students from different graduate schools in
Hokkaido University; and (3rd step) direct online discussion on each topic with the
lecturer. Such a new virtual education system has successfully enabled enrolled students
to deepen their understanding on each topic as well as to widen their international
and/or interdisciplinary views.
Based on the successful experience on the virtual course in spring in which 26
students have successfully completed the course, we conducted the Virtual StSP Program
again as a summer course from August 30th to September 10th, 2021. The summer virtual
program was conducted with the same title through the same three-step education
system (on-demand lecture, small group online discussion and online discussion with the
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lecturers). In this course, professors from Oregon State University (OSU) also kindly
joined which enabled the virtual program to further widen the knowledge on range-land
ecology as a terrestrial ecosystem.
In this volume, all enrolled students reported outlines of their favorite classes,
results of their studies and personal impressions throughout the program. There were
25 students in the summer course, who were from nine different undergraduate schools
(Science, Agriculture, Pharmaceutical Science, Fisheries, Medicine, Engineering, Dental
Medicine, Letters, and Economics) and three different graduate schools (Informatics,
Environmental Science, and Education). Since all students were from different academic
backgrounds, the lectures provided most students with challenging materials. In
addition, most of the lectures were given in English except for a few cases. Given their
hard work, we evaluated that all the participant students have done well and you should
be able to review their achievements in this volume. This volume also included messages
from the Teaching Assistants who have offered great help with the program and
wonderful ideas to improve the classes. We are pleased to complete our virtual StSP
summer course successfully.
Finally, we greatly appreciate the generous support of the lecturers from UAF, UW,
UBC and OSU for this program. Without their collaboration, we could not have run this
program and thus we thank them for making it possible. We also thank all the Teaching
Assistants who did great jobs to succeed this program. We also thank staff members in
the Academic Affairs Department of Student Exchange Outbound Division in Hokkaido
University, Kumi Nakaya and Yui Watanabe.
Dr. Lan XIAO (Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education)
Dr. Hiromichi UENO (Faculty of Fisheries Sciences)
Prof. Katsutoshi ARAI (Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education)
January, 2022
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SP Online Summer Course 2021 (North America)
Lecture Title
All on-demand Video Lecture
UBC Lecture 1
Global Sustainability

Time (JST)
2021.8.6~

Content
On-demand Video Lecture

Participants

2021.8.30 Mon. 13:15~14:15 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.8.31 Tue.

Lecturer+Students+HU members

10:00~11:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer
Prof. Rashid Sumaila

2021.8.30 Mon. 18:00~19:00

UBC Lecture 2

2021.8.30 Mon. 14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

Mr. Ryo Sugiyama

Nitobe Memorial Garden -A bridge across the Pacific
UAF Lecture 3

2021.8.31 Tue.
2021.9.7 Tue.

Lecturer+Students+HU members
Students+TAs+other HU members

Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa

UW

Permafrost& Sustainable Life in Alaska & Hawai'i

2021.9.８ Wed.

Lecture 4

2021.8.31 Tue.

14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.9.1 Wed.

11:15~12:15 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

Climate Variability and Marine Ecosystem Function:
UW
UW
UW

11:15~12:15 Online Discussion with lecturer
12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with HU members

From Sea Ice to Fisheries in the Bering Sea
Lecture 5

8:45~9:45

Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.9.1 Wed.

13:15~14:15 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.9.2 Thu.

10:00~11:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

Lecture 6

2021.9.1 Wed.

14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

Urban Marine Ecosystems

2021.9.2 Thu.

11:15~12:15 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

Lecture 7

2021.9.2 Thu.

13:15~14:15 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

9:00~10:00

Lecturer+Students+HU members

Washington and Japan
OSU Lecture 8

2021.9.3 Fri.

Prof. George Hunt
2021.8.31 Tue. 19:15~20:15
Prof. Adam Summers
2021.9.1 Wed. 18:00~19:00
Dr. Elizabeth Heery
2021.9.1 Wed. 19:15~20:15
Dr. Kirk Sato
2021.9.2 Thu.

14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

10:15~11:15 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members
Students+TAs+other HU members

Dr. Katherine Wollstein

OSU Lecture 10
Importance of Wildlife-Range Interactions

2021.9.3 Fri.
2021.9.7 Tue.
2021.9.8 Wed.

15:45~16:45 Online Discussion with HU members
11:30~12:30 Online Discussion with lecturer
13:15~14:15 Online Discussion with HU members
10:00~11:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members
Students+TAs+other HU members
Lecturer+Students+HU members

Dr. Jonathan Dinkins

UAF Lecture 11

2021.9.7 Tue.

14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

Prof. David Valentine

Sustainability in Alaska, America's Last Frontier

2021.9.8 Wed.

11:15~12:15 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

UBC Lecture 12
Ecology and Conservation Issues for North American

2021.9.8 Wed.

13:15~14:15 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

Rangelands and their Global Importance
OSU Lecture 9
Fire Effects on Rangelands

Pacific Salmon
UBC Lecture 13
Integration as Border Practices: Immigrants in the
Engineering Profession in Canada
UAF Lecture 14
Alaska's Boreal Forest Ecology and Management
UAF Lecture 15
Indigenous Culture in Alaska

2021.9.2 Thu.

Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.8.30 Mon. 19:15~20:15

Lecturer+Students+HU members

Nature Inspired Design from the Sea

Enhancing Ocean Acidification Resilience in

2021.9.3 Fri.
2021.9.2 Thu.

2021.9.9 Thu.

8:45~9:45

Online Discussion with lecturer

14:30~15:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.9.9 Thu.

10:00~11:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

2021.9.9 Thu.

12:30~13:30 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.9.10 Fri.

10:00~11:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

2021.9.9 Thu.

13:45~14:45 Online Discussion with HU members

Students+TAs+other HU members

2021.9.10 Fri.

11:15~12:15 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecturer+Students+HU members

17:00~18:00

Prof. Ricardo MataGonzalez

2021.9.2 Thu. 18:15~19:15
2021.9.2 Thu. 19:30~20:30
2021.9.7 Tue.

18:00~19:00

2021.9.7 Tue. 18:15~19:15
Prof. Scott Hinch

Lecturer+Students+HU members

2021.9.8 Wed.
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PDT/AKDT

Students (Individually)

2021.9.8 Wed. 16:45~17:45
Dr.Hongxia Shan
2021.9.8 Wed. 18:00~19:00
Dr. Miho Morimoto
2021.9.9 Thu.

17:00~18:00

Dr. Sean Asiqłuq Topkok;
Mrs. Amelia “Amy”
Ahnaughuq Topkok

2021.9.9 Thu. 18:15~19:15

Student Participants
Name

Academic Year

Faculty

1

NOWADA Yuichi

2

Agriculture

2

KUSHIDA Shiori

3

Agriculture

3

Ishige Nao

4

Agriculture

4

TAKEI Kenta

4

Agriculture

5

OTAGAKI Nao

4

Agriculture

6

KOBAYASHI Mai

4

Dental Medicine

7

YAMAZAKI Momoka

4

Dental Medicine

8

INOUE Kosuke

2

Economics and Business

9

YANG Liuhui

M1

Education

10

MATSUOKA Keito

2

Engineering

11

IGARASHI Risa

3

Engineering

12

TAKEDA Yuya

3

Engineering

13

HIRAIWA Ryoji

3

Engineering

14

MERAJI SEYEDEHPARMIDA

4

Engineering

15

Wu Junyi

M2

Environmental Science/Environmental Earth Science

16

KURAHASHI Kohei

2

Fisheries Sciences

17

KUMAGAI Ayaka

2

Humanities and Human Sciences

18

NAKAYAMA Mei

3

Humanities and Human Sciences

19

OBATA Sho

M2

Information Science and Technology

20

MIKI Ayaka

4

Medicine

21

Noda Kisho

6

Medicine

22

SHIMIZU Rina

2

Pharmaceutical Sciences and Pharmacy

3

Pharmaceutical Sciences and Pharmacy

23

YAMADA Natsune

24

SASAKI Wakana

3

Science

25

MUROMACHI Satoshi

3

Science
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TA Participants
Name

Academic Year

Faculty

Nationality

1

Tsuji Marina

M1

Education

Japan

2

Yan Dongyang

D2

Education

China

3

Nicole Chabi

D1

Economics and Business

Benin

4

Chen Yu

M1

Engineering

China

5

Abhinav Dengri

M2

Engineering

India

6

Sakre Nirmit

D3

Sciences

India

7

Yuan Yuan

D2

Dental Medisine

China

8

Intajak Papichaya

D2

Dental Medisine

Thailand

9

Chen Xi

M2

Humanities and Human Sciences

China

10

Wu You

D3

Humanities and Human Sciences

China

11

Hao Wen

D1

Medicine

China
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Student Reports
Short-term Study Abroad Special Program
(Online)

Jan. 2022

Title: What I have learned through the online

carbon to deeper side of the sea. It was

Short-term Study Abroad Program and my

interesting for me.

thought on future prospect.

In Lecture 8, I learned that wildfires

Name: Kushida, Shiori

contribute to ecosystem evolution and have

Grade: 3

advantage of removing undesirable plants.

Faculty: School of Agriculture

However, high frequency of wildfires is

Department:

becoming a problem. Native species will be

Department of Applied Bioscience

burned before leaving their seeds if wildfires
occur in a short period of time. On the other

This online Short-term Study Abroad

hand, some invasive species grow in only one

Program inspired me a lot. First of all, I’ll start

year. Therefore, if such invasive species is

with the lectures I found the most interesting.

brought to the area, they will be able to leave

Then, I’ll share what I have learned from this

offspring even if wildfires occur frequently.

program.

Among them, cheat grass is especially
What I found interesting in this

flammable, which makes it easy to cause fires.

Program are Ocean Acidification in Lecture 7

This vicious cycle makes it more difficult for

and wildfires in rangeland in Lecture 8 and 9.

native species to compete with invasive

In Lecture 7, I was really interested in

species. I often watch wildfires on TV, but I

relationship between pH of the ocean and

thought that wildfire had only bad effect on

depth of that. This was what group members

the ecosystem. However, through this lecture,

were discussing and what I asked Dr. Sato

I was surprised to learn that the problem was

directly. There are a lot of lives near the

not the fire itself, but the frequency of fires, so

surface of the sea. When planktons near the

I chose it as one of the interesting contents.

surface die, they sink deeply into the sea.

I’ve been mainly studying genetics

Organisms in dark side of the sea eat them

and improvement of plant breeding in the

and release carbon dioxide. Therefore, the

school of Agriculture. The contents of this

amount of carbon dioxide in dark side is more

program were very different from my major

than that of the surface. That’s why the pH in

such as ecosystem and ethnic minorities.

dark side is lower than that of the surface. In

Before this program, I wanted to enrich my

addition, because it takes a long time for

knowledges of my major, so I thought that

water mass in dark side to circulate, the pH in

there wasn’t the content of the lecture that

dark side is kept low. I thought the pH of the

attracted me. In addition, I had great difficulty

surface is lower than that of dark side because

in understanding the contents of this lectures

the surface is more exposed to the

because I didn’t usually have the opportunity

atmosphere which include carbon dioxide. I

to take such lectures at the school of

had no idea that dead plankton provide

Agriculture. However, after taking the lecture,

9

I realized the importance of learning

were unaware that overfishing will deplete

something outside my area of expertise. I felt

marine resources due to lack of education. I

that having wide range of knowledge and

never thought about it until she mentioned.

being able to grasp things from a broad

Therefore, I learned that it is possible to come

perspective brought us flexible ideas and

up with proposals and solutions from various

solutions without being bound by my area of

perspectives by exchanging opinions with

expertise. Taking these lectures covered a

students who have completely different

wide range of topics was very meaningful for

backgrounds from me.

me to deepen my knowledge. I also think that

Through the online Short-term

this can be utilized for my senior thesis. Our

Study Abroad Program, I thought that it was a

laboratory mainly studies rice. When thinking

very valuable experience to take lectures

about what research content on rice that I

directly from overseas professors without

discovered can be applied and utilized in the

spending time or money. Also, despite current

future, I may be able to come up with a good

situation with coronavirus, I was able to

idea by grasping it not only from a genetic

interact with many people on zoom, study at

point of view but also from a broad

home, and spend an exciting time. This is

perspective. Also, it may be possible to

what made me satisfied to participant in this

impress various kinds of researchers.

online program.
However,

Therefore, my research can be more valuable

I

thought

it

was

by showing concrete utilization examples

unfortunate that I couldn't actually feel the

based not only on the research content but

nature of North America and visit the

also on the viewpoints of various fields.

laboratory. I wanted to feel the real thing fully

In addition, by discussing with

with my five senses by seeing and touching it.

from

and

Once situation with coronavirus has calmed

nationalities, I was able to encounter ideas

down, I would like to actually go to North

and creativity that I did not have. I especially

America one day. Also, through the lecture, I

realized this when we were talking about

was keenly aware of my poor English skill.

overfishing in Lecture 1. When discussing

There was something I couldn’t catch what

overfishing, Japanese students, including me,

professors was saying. Even if I came up with

shared ideas about mainly laws and

an idea, I couldn't express it in English as I

regulations as solutions, such as setting

expected, which made me feel frustrated

international

penalties.

many times. Therefore, this lecture was a

However, an international student from the

good opportunity to brush up my English skill.

Republic of Benin mentioned education in

In conclusion, in this lecture, I was able to

developing countries. She shared her view

learn the importance of learning English,

that some fishermen in developing country

learning disciplines in a variety of areas and

people

different

standards

faculties

and

10

exchanging opinions with people from

Title: My First Experience of Overseas Study

different backgrounds. Finally, I would like to

Name: Mei Nakayama

thank the staff who managed this lecture and

Grade: 3

the TAs. Thank you very much.

Faculty: Humanities and Human Sciences
Department: Sociology
1. What I learned
We learned many things in 10 days
and my interest in sustainable environment
has increased significantly through this period.
These days Environmental problems have
been drawing increasing attention, especially
climate changes. The summit, COP26, which
is run by the UN will brings parties together to
accelerate action towards the goals of the
Paris Agreement and UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change. However, we
have few chances to learn and discuss in
Japan, in which people have just started
taking a look at SDGs. Every lecture in this
program was so interesting and useful and we
could not only know the extensive research in
North America, but also reconsider social
problem including environment, economic
things and Indigenous culture. In particular, I
will describe the first lesson, Global
Sustainability, and the last lesson, Indigenous
Culture in Alaska below.
First, in the lecture 1, whose teacher
was Prof. Rashid Sumaila, we learned the
concept and the types of sustainability, and
discussed the sustainable development for
marine ecosystem, especially focusing on
subsidy. According to his lecture, sustainable
development, which means development
that meets the needs of the present without

11

future

on the regions and every cultural region has

generations to meet their own needs, is made

own unique history, language, culture,

up of three aspects, environmental, economic,

political landscapes, and experience. What

and social.

the most impressive thing amongst all of

compromising

the

ability

of

them was cultural diversity in Alaska.

Every element interacts respectively,
and we have to pay attention to the interface.

Since the 2000s, it has been said that

For instance, at the part of the overlap

the minor cultures need to be protected

between social and economic, we have some

under the progress of globalization, because

problems such as women’s rights, business

cultural diversity has been threatened by the

ethics or fair trade. Sustainable development

unification of products, laws and standards,

is the intersection of three circles. Therefore,

social structure, and lifestyles, as well as the

we should consider the various effects made

rapid disappearance of languages. Although

up of three elements when thinking about

Alaska Natives have also had troubles

sustainable development. In addition, we

protecting and succeeding their cultures as

learned that fishery subsidy was the key to

other cultures, Alaska have remained several

understand sustainable development for in

cultures and ethnic customs because they

marine ecosystem. Although it appears that

care for “who I am”, it is more comprehensive

subsidy is useful and good for fishing sectors,

concept than identity. Therefore, I think “who

some kind

I am” is exactly the key to sustainable and

of subsidy affect marine and

diverse society.

costal ecosystem negatively.
Prof. Sumaila’s study shows that

Dr. Topkok explained in his lecture

capacity-enhancing subsidies including fuel

that their tattoo describes their identity, exist,

subsidies

and

proud, and ancestors’ dreams. He also said

renovation are most likely to contribute to

that by having line tattoo, not only other

unsustainable levels of fishing capacity, and

people but also Alaska Natives could

that eliminating these subsidies, especially

recognize themselves. It was so shocking fact

fuel, could be the most influential factor to

for me and it seemed that the fact taught us

improve the trend of overfishing. In short, we

something forgetful and important because

learned a lot of things about sustainability and

many of us don’t usually think who we are at

sustainable development through first lecture.

all in Japan. One of the reason why we don‘t

Another memorable lecture was

have to care for our identity so much is that

about Indigenous Culture in Alaska. We could

cultural diversity in Japan has not grown more

learn a broad spectrum of Alaska’s Indigenous

compared to other developed countries. For

population, living in diverse geographic

example, multiple citizenship or suffrage of

regions and each culturally distinct. We also

foreign people are not allowed under the

learned that there were various groups based

current law, and the discrimination towards

and

boat

construction
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foreign residents has been becoming a big

program was that I would like to discuss in

issue over recent years in Japan. Therefore,

English and to become able to listen to what

we should do away with a fixed idea and

native speaker’s talking．In this program, I had

recognize ourselves, “who we are” so that we
turn Japanese society into more cultural

to watch the preparing videos and discuss

diversity.

with other students at Hokkaido University
before discussing with lecturer.

In summary, all lectures taught us
global warming impacts like climate change

Actually, every topic of lessons was

and current situation in North America.

too specific for me to realize precisely because

Through this seminar, we learned about

most topics were far from my major, sociology.

sustainability,

sustainable

In particular, it was tough for me to discuss

development, various subsidy and indigenous

with lecturer because I didn’t have any

culture in Alaska.

confidence and courage to speak up in English

such

as

Moreover, I could notice that

in class. However, now I regret not having

Japanese people should pay attention to what

studied more and having spoken up in the

is going on in the world through the period

class, because I know that I would be

because we are not completely unrelated to

proactive if I went to study abroad. Therefore,

the problem like subsidies in developing

in order to go to study abroad and work in the

countries and protecting indigenous culture,

world in the future, I have to study English

Ainu. We never think that the imported fish

more and I should understand own culture as

we usually eat are caught by overfishing area

well as cultural difference.

and that some subsidies given foreign
countries might cause the dependence on the
fishery industry of developing countries.
Additionally, it is a problem that many
Japanese people cannot know as much about
Ainu’s history and culture. I think that
understanding their culture should enable
cultural diversity as well as recognizing own
identity.
2. My first experience of overseas study
In this period, I could not speak
English well and felt frustrated about that, and
I fully realize that I have to practice more
English. One of the reason why I took this
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Title: What I have learned through the online

as permafrost contains not only ice but also soil

Short-term Study Abroad Program

together. The tropical permafrost trumpet

Name: Wu junyi

curve was showed to us in order to verify the

Grade: M2

diurnal temperature fluctuation of surface soil

Faculty/Graduate School: Graduate school of

layers in tropical area is obvious, which

environmental science

gradually decrease as the soil depth get deeper.

Department:

Environmental

Another detail interested me a lot is the fact

Science

that in Alaska refrigerator is used for keeping

Development

the milk comparatively warm so that it will not
freeze.

When it comes to the short-term
abroad program that finished last week, I can

This is totally different from my

still vividly remember a great bundle of

understanding of the function of refrigerator

knowledge and life experience shared by

before. It seems the life in Alaska is really quite

professors and predecessors. It is not far to

different from the life here. From lecture 14

seek that all the information and life attitudes

which specialized in Alaska’s boreal forest

we learned from these classes will light the

ecology and management, I get to know how

torch of our life and inject us with endless vigor

an important part is the Alaska’s forestry to

and strength.

Alaska's economy. Logging, sawing, and paper

In the short-term abroad program

industries are all provide a large number of jobs

this summer, every teacher has provided us

for Alaskans. Not only for economics, but also

with a wonderful class related to their majors.

for ecosystem, boreal forest also plays a vital

As a student major in environmental science,

important

the two contents impressed me most are

underestimated. It can store nearly half the

those showed us Alaska and those related to

carbon of all global forest ecosystems. It is

the fish immigration and reproduction.

reported that the warming of the climate

role

that

can

never

be

Within the third lecture, Prof. Kenji

causes shrubs and trees to migrate northwards

Yoshikawa from the University of Alaska

to the tundra ecosystem. The carbon released

Fairbanks presented us the local climate and

into the atmosphere and the carbon absorbed

permafrost situation as well as sustainable

will continue to be replenished, thus achieving

lifestyle in Alaska by comparing with Hawaii

a relative equilibrium state and forming a new

farms lifestyle. The definition of permafrost has

carbon cycle balance in the Arctic region.

been mentioned before pointing into the

When concerned about forest

permafrost in Alaska. A detail pointed out by

management, I got to know that Alaska's forest

professor specially impressed me a lot,

areas are managed not only by individual

informing that the word ‘melting’ should not

owners of private woodlands, but also by the

be used to describe the thawing of permafrost

federal government, regional governments,
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and

local

Most

same time in previous years. Meanwhile,

commercial deforestation areas are in coastal

much of western Alaska is experiencing its

areas, mainly in woodlands owned by federal

warmest winter on record. Now I know how

government and local businesses. Photos of

much impacts this could have on the ocean fish

students experiencing gold mining were also

population. Pollocks eat copepod and

showed to us to inform that Alaska is rich in

euphausiid. These zooplanktons full of nitrites

mineral resources like gold, silver, zinc, and coal.

and fats and serve as really good food sources

From this course, I also learned about

for young pollocks to survive in winter. More

the distribution, composition, resources,

large copepods present in the cold years when

ecosystem services and wildland fire situation

there are lots of sea ice as it’s vital grounds for

in forest area as well as the difficulties within

the grows of algae underside, which is the main

forest researches. From lecture 15, the

food for copepods in winter and spring. The

indigenous culture in five Alaska native groups

complex food web allowed the pollock

in relation to culture, tradition events, art, trade

population be linked to the area of sea ice

and values was presented to us. It is wonderful

eventually. Even though the relationship

to know the similarities and differences of

between pollocks and copepods is not as

various regions. Through these courses, I have

strong as that of sea ice and copepods, about

a

40-50 percent of the pollocks population

more

enterprises

comprehensive

together.

and

deeper

understanding of Alaska, a place I had not been

variation can be explained.

aware of before. I realized what a charming

In lecture 12, the given example of

place it is and find myself deeply attracted by its

how the new forms barrier blocked the

particular culture and natural environment

spawning migration of salmon population and

now. I will appreciate it if I am lucky enough to

what people did for that interested me a lot. It

have the opportunity to conduct my research

seems that everything is finally linked to

about the Alaska's river ecosystem in the future.

climate change. In the fourth lecture, after

Both Lecture 4 and lecture 12 offered

complex food web links, fish stocks were

us information for the fish species. Lecture 4

eventually linked to sea ice areas strongly

presented how sea ice area various affected by

affected by global warming. Similarly, the

climate change influenced marine ecosystem

successful migration and spawning of fish in

especially fish populations in the being sea.

rivers are ultimately linked to the incidence of

Lecture 12 informed us the life history,

extreme weather affected by global warming

distribution, population declines and the

as well. I really understand that the effects of

reasons behind that of different salmon

climate change are so deep and widespread,

species. I've seen reports in 2018 that the

and it can no longer be taken as a distant thing

Bering Sea has lost about half of its sea ice in

from us. The influence has delved into all the

two weeks, with more open waters than at the

details of life that we haven’t realized. I hope I
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can make some efforts to mitigate and adapt to

Title: What I have learned thorough the

the effects of environmental change.

online Short-term Study Abroad Program
Name: Kosuke Inoue

In this abroad program, not being
able to visit in field upset me a little. There is no

Grade: 2

doubt that it will be precious memory if we can

Faculty: Economics

have the opportunity to see the local

Department: Business Administration

environment and experience the local culture
by our own eyes and bodies. Even though we

What I am most interested in is

cannot do these by ourselves, I think it will be

lecture 15 about indigenous people and

great to see the process of teachers doing their

culture in Alaska. In Alaska, there are several

research in field, collecting blueberries in forest

cultures. Each culture in Alaska has different

or using CT scanner to scan the skeleton of fish

languages and clothes, style of dance. These

in lab from internet.

cultural things have been playing an
important role in deciding what an identity of
the indigenous people are.
However, Alaska is losing cultural
diversity because of climate change. Erosion
caused by global warming deprives the
indigenous people of habitats near ocean
where they traditionally live. Industrialization
and modernization also contribute to losing
cultural diversity in Alaska. Now, more and
more indigenous people are choosing
modern lifestyle, instead of cultural one.
Almost all the indigenous people buy food
from foreign countries in a supermarket.
There is few of people who have traditional
tattoos which mean they are mature.
The reason why I interested in the
lecture is that I could learn importance of
culture. In the lecture, Dr. Topkok told his job
to protect culture in Alaska. He is collecting
picture taken by indigenous people of the past
to reveal what they wore. Dr. Topkok is also
making dictionaries of indigenous people’s
languages so that they should not forget their
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people who have different background or

own languages.

knowledge.

Through his job, Dr. Topkok
preserves cultural diversity in Alaska. In his

The reason why I interested in

lecture, I asked him why he made efforts to

lecture 1 is that the lecture is related with my

preserve cultural diversity. His answer was

measure, economics. Prof. Sumaila said that

that it is in culture that knowledge built by our

sustainability is important because the

ancestor can be stored. The answer is really

resources and goods we have available to us

impressing to me because it is a good advice

are limited. To achieve high sustainability, it is

to how I treat my hometown’s culture which

important how to distribute the resources

is disappearing. After the lecture, I think that

and goods. Economics is a subject which find

cultural diversity makes our society more

the best way of distribution. Before the

sustainable, because it gives the society many

lecture, I thought that economics was not

choices from people of the past. In other

related with sustainability because no lecture

words, cultural diversity enables us to avoid

in my school mentioned sustainability.

depending on one way of thinking.

However, after I took the lecture, I found how
to contribute to improving sustainability. Thus,

Lecture 1 is also interesting for me.

the lecture made a big impact on me.

The lecture is about sustainability. Now, we
think about sustainability more than ever,

From the program, I learned many

because we have paid little attention to it and

things which are useful to study abroad in my

caused a lot of global problems, for example

near future. First, I learned how to make a

inequality

Many

good question to a lecturer. In the program,

governments and companies take actions to

there were good questions and not good ones.

achieve high sustainability. Before to achieve

The questions that the teacher said were

high sustainability from the actions, it is

good questions started with WHY. The

needed to define sustainability. According to

questions that the teacher didn’t say were

lecture 1, “in ecology, sustainability is the

good questions started with WHAT or WHERE.

capacity to endure; it is how biological

One professor said to us that we should ask

systems remain diverse and productive in

WHY to him and develop science. I didn’t

definitely”. Prof. Sumaila said that we can

know the difference between question

extend meaning of ecological sustainability

starting from WHY and WHAT, maybe

and taught about the three types of

because questions in Japanese don’t have

sustainability, sustainability in ecology and

clear difference between them. It was lucky

economy, society. The Professor said that we

that I learned how to make good questions

should think about not only each type of

before studying abroad.

or

global

warming.

sustainability, but also interaction between

Second, I learned how to take a note

them, so it is important to corporate with

in English. In my college life, I never took note
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in English, so in the program, I took notes in

opportunity to be ready to study abroad,

English for the first time. It was hard for me,

especially in taking lecture. I think that taking

and I couldn’t focus on the lecture well in the

lecture is more stressful than any other things

beginning of the program. In the end, I

in a study abroad. To enjoy a study abroad

learned to take notes and understand what

including in taking lecture, we should practice

the professor said at the same time. The

in the online program.

experience will be useful when I study abroad.
Third, I learned how to explain in
English. I don’t know many kinds of words, so
before explaining, I must think how to use my
English word to say what I want to explain.
Especially after a professor answered my
question, it was difficult to tell the professor
about what I understood because some
words in the professor’s explanation was too
difficult to express. Before studying abroad, I
must use English to improve my English
expression. I want to Communicate in a fastpaced manner in English.
I have some opinion about the
online program. I think the online program
can’t be an alternative program to a study
abroad

program

because

intercultural

communication was not enough. Although
the student and Teaching Assistant in the
program were from different countries, but
we have few chances to introduce each home
country.

I

think

that

intercultural

communication through talking or visiting is
important in study abroad because such
experience will give us new way of thinking. If
the program provides opportunity of
intercultural communication, it will become
an alternative to a study abroad.
However, the online program is
worth it, because it provides to us an
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Title: What I Noticed through this online

the lecture, he introduced that three types of

program

sustainability: stool model, Nested Model,

Name: Rina SHIMIZU

and three circles model. The stool model and

Grade: 2

three circles model show that all three factors

Faculty/Graduate School: Pharmaceutical

are crucial for sustainable development. From

Science and Pharmacy

this, we can know that we must consider the

Department: Pharmaceutical Science

balance of three factors in research or other
aspects.
He

All lectures of this program are

also

talked

about

the

surprising and fascinating for me. The topic of

sustainability of life below water. Life Below

a sustainable society is related to all studies,

Water is one of the topics of SDGs

but few people make much account for it.

(sustainable development goals) which the

Thus, I didn’t learn much about sustainable

United Nations shows. Ocean and human

society through my study of college. However,

wellbeing have a strong connection. Humans

there

the

sometimes threaten the ocean by pollutions,

pharmaceutical view in lectures of this

throwing gavages, or OVERFISHING for their

program. I’m especially interested in lecture1:

wellbeing. The professor especially talked

Global Sustainability from Prof. Rashid

about overfishing and subsidies. SDGs shows

Sumaila (UBC).

targets for sustainability, but subsidies

are

many

studies

from

prevent the targets

In this lecture, he mainly talked
between

the

By inducing overfishing and many

society

and

ways. The professor mainly talked about

sustainability. He told us that the definitions

ocean sustainability, but it adapts science

of sustainability and sustainability consist of

study. I will research medicine in the future, so

three factors: environmental, social, and

I will have to take sustainable development

economic. The definitions of sustainability are

into account to protect resources that are

different between ecology and general terms.

used in research for the future. In the lectures

In ecology, sustainability is the capacity to

of my faculty, we studied less cost, people,

endure. There is also the organizing principle

and so on, but we seldom learn about

for

sustainable research. Thus, when I heard

about

the

development

connection
of

sustainability,

human

SD

(sustainable

development). Brundtland Commission of

about

United Nations said that SD is a development

development,

that meets the needs of the present without

importance of sustainability. That’s why I

compromising

chose this lecture as the most interesting

the

ability

of

future

lecture.

generations to meet their own needs. It is
related to the three factors of sustainability. In
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the

thinking
I

of

suddenly

sustainable
realize

the

is

this finding. Foreign people, especially

Integration as Border Practices: Immigrants in

Japanese people are said that they are shy

the Engineering Profession in Canada by Dr.

and tend to hide and fit in the environment. It

Hongxia Shan. This lecture is about

is said that the world is a “salad bowl”.

immigrants and challenges in Canada.

However, I think it is not true. There are still

Individually, I’m interested in the situation of

racial discriminations all over the world and

foreign people or immigrants. Also, I rarely

foreign people are victims anytime. Thus,

hear “human sustainability”, so I was curious

what the professor said was just my

about it. Foremost, she talked about the

interesting thing and I wanted to know the

situation of immigrants. In2016, 21.9% of the

solutions to appear themselves.

Another

interesting

lecture

population came to Canada as immigrants

As a sum, she said,” Integration is a

and immigrants tend to have disadvantages in

pragmatic, and practice-based process rather

various scenes like languages, employment,

than merely a cultural project for the

and wealth.

newcomers in relation to the host.” I think this

She also talked about her three

thinking is important for this situation of the

findings through her research. One of them

world. It is said that native people are

was “oriented towards a problem space”. A

deprived of their job by immigrants. It is also

problem space is a problem or object that

said that many people want to migrate but

excites or compels engagement and that is

can’t. This balance is the core of the

not be fixed, conscious thing or an

immigrant’s problem. I think that this criterion

individualized goal. For example, foreigners

is what the professor said. Rather than

need licenses to work, but there are

accepting as many immigrants as possible,

differences in taking licenses in each country.

governments should accept experienced

Immigrants from Europe and Australia tend

immigrants or immigrants who study with

to take them easier, but others don’t in

enthusiasm. The immigrant’s problem is a

Canadian law and ethics. Another finding was

weighty and interesting thing for me, so this

“multiple, rhizomatic and coalesced around

lecture is fascinating and valuable for me

differences”. I couldn’t get details of this

because there are few opportunities to hear

finding, but she talked about the challenging

from experienced people or researchers.

experience which came from differences. The

As I said, most of the professors

other finding was “Being, becoming and

mentioned natural sustainability. Now, many

appearing in the public space”. In this area,

scientists

appearing means that revealing or showing

development and don’t care about natural

the person’s gender, race, situation, and so on.

sustainability, but through these lectures, I

The professor said that immigrants shouldn’t

realized

just be inactive. I was especially interested in

sustainability and thought that other
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or

the

developers

importance

focus

of

on

natural

scientists or developers must realize it right

profession, so we could hear the details which

now. As people use resources, resources will

can’t be heard even in the documentary. All

decrease. As people waste nature, nature will

the problems of sustainability are in a critical

be hurt, and people won’t be able to repair it

situation and many of them are getting worse

in the worst case. In order not to do so, all

year by year. Ignorant people like me must

scientists

realize this critical situation.

must

act

something

for

sustainability right now. What I realize is the
most valuable in this program.
This program was professional, so
professors often said professional words and
I couldn’t get the meanings. However, this
program was held online, so I could search the
meanings of the words on the internet soon.
In the situation of in person, a student can’t
search, so this program is good for preparing
for studying abroad.
The

biggest

finding

is

the

importance of English intonation. I sometimes
heard that English is speaking. It means that
even if you can’t pronounce well, it is no big
deal if you just can talk. However, the
professors sometimes couldn’t get students
to talk in the classes. One of the reasons for
this is the Japanese pronunciation of English.
Japanese professors also talked about this
problem, too. In Japan, teachers or other
foreign people can understand Japanese
pronunciation because they get used to it.
This also applies to Japanese students. There
are some professors whose native languages
are not English, so some students were
sometimes in trouble understanding their
talking. This was a valuable finding that I
couldn’t find out without talking with people
away from japan, even online.
All professors talked about their
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Title: What I have learned through the online

beautiful and useful data. Also, originally, I has

Short-term Study Abroad Program

been interested in “bio-mimetics” though it

Name: Ryoji, Hiraiwa

does not do with my major. Because what he

Grade: 3

showed was very example of “bio-mimetics”,

Faculty: Engineering

I was attracted his lecture.

Department:

Socio-Environment

Second, the latter one is the lecture

Engineering

by Prof. Hinch. His lecture began by
introducing basic information about salmon,

Two of the most interesting lectures

including salmon raising process and the

for me are “Nature Inspired Design from the

abondance of salmon area by area. Then, he

Sea” by Prof. Adam Summers, and “Ecology

mentioned about circumstance surrounding

and Conservation Issue for North American

salmon.
According his lecture, salmon have

Pacific Salmon” by Prof. Scott Hinch.
First, I mention about the former. In

to swim up the river against water flowing.

this lecture, Prof. Summers explained the

But it becomes harder by dam or pumping

technology he treats and showed the

station which were built on the river. So, now

example that the mechanism discovered

some structures which helps salmon pass

through marine creature was applied for

such disturbances are constructed. Also, it is

human technology.

said that rising temperature affects salmon.

He mainly uses scanning technology.

Related to temperature rising in recent years,

That is so efficient that he can scan about 700

the abondance of salmon in Salish Sea is

species per month. One day, a fish was

roughly decreasing for any salmon species

brought. That fish has the characteristic to

because salmon want more comfortable

stick on material surfaces very strongly by

environment and move other places. Finally,

stomach organ. Then, his team clarified the

he showed the example of concrete problem.

mechanism to stick on such strongly. At the

The big rock fell into river. And it became a

end, they succeeded to invent the strongly

barrier on the river, disturbing salmon passing.

sticking

To solve this problem, road was constructed

suction

cup,

applying

that

and facility which is used as base was built. By

characteristic of fish to technology.
It is the reason why I was especially

using this facility, the team tries to make the

interested in this lecture that his scanned data

pass way, or make hatchery for spawned eggs.

was just visually attracting. His data of fish

Most impressive part for me is that

bone were very detailed and colored to

the example of solving problem I mentioned

distinguish between each parts of bone. This

above. This problem has been caused by

coloring and detailed bone structure made his

natural incident. And the rock was too big to

data very beautiful. I was moved by this

be removed from the river. So, the team has
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to deal with this problem without removing

Of course, lectures in this program

the rock. I think it is very tough work that even

was also educational. By just taking lectures in

though the simple way cannot be used, they

English, I could know how like English lectures

have to solve the problem coming from great

are. Additionally, there are many things to

nature. As a matter of fact, what the team

learn from lectures not only about English

tried to approach were the ways that brought

because lectures were academic but they are

by fully using their idea and knowledge. I felt

not too difficult to understand. Any contents

that this example contains the reason and

in Lectures are not about my major field.

demand why science is necessary. It was very

However, some of them had topics related

impressive for me.

with my major. I was able to discover such
connection between my major and others.
Also, lectures included local topics about like

Then, I’d like to show what is

Bering Sea, wild range of Oregon, or

beneficial for me in this program.
The most beneficial part for me in

Indigenous culture in Alaska. Their local topics

this project is definitely discussion with my

are foreign ones for us. So, I think I could learn

classmates and teaching assistants in English.

foreign and academic things comparatively

A variety of English skills are needed to discuss

deeply. This contributes to my knowledge

in English, including speaking, hearing, and

background. I believe these are helpful for me

comprehension. So, I was able to brush up my

to understand my major more deeply.

English skill. Also, I could have an opportunity

And some lecturers were not native

to use English and get used to English. If I have

English speaker. But they could speak English

spent just daily life, I couldn’t speak and hear

fluently and gave us wonderful lectures. From

English so much. In addition, this program was

that fact, my impression for studying in other

a good opportunity not just to improve my

country became little easy. So, through this

English but also to communicate with my

program, my choice in the future has spread.

classmates in English. Communication skill in
English can not be improved by test like TOEIC

At last, I’ll write about good and bad

or TOEFLE, just by real communication.

points of this program.

Especially, most of my classmates and

Some good points are written above.

teaching assistants were non-native English

As additional one, I think it is good point that

speaker. So, communication with them was

we could take lectures from four universities

very good practice for when I would go

each of which are far away in one program. It

abroad in the future. And we cannot such

is impossible if this is normal program.

communication by test, either. Therefore, in

Because each lecture took place from

these points of view, this program was very

different place, we could sometimes compare

worth for me.

one lecture with another about similar topics.
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Title: What I have learned from the short

It was very interesting.

summer program

Moreover, this program was free.
This made this program easy to take part in.

Name: Momoka Yamazaki

For English studying this program is very

Grade: 4

exciting one, I think.

Faculty: Dental Medicine

Concerned about a bad point, I
believe it is that we couldn’t see the lecturers

Due to the pandemic, whole

in person and look their laboratory in real. So,

program was held online and unfortunately,

our learning was only on PC screen. It was

we couldn’t go abroad and see and interact

little boring. And probably we didn’t learn one

with the professors in person. However, I feel

topic so much. It was a pity.

I could learn a lot from different 15 lectures

Anyway, my object for this program

almost as much as when we go abroad.

was to motivate myself to study English. It has

What I thought interesting the most

been completed by interacting with high-

were the lecture of “Sustainability in Alaska,

motivated classmates. I am enough satisfied

America’s Last Frontier” and “Indigenous

with this program.

Peoples of Alaska”.
As for the former, we learned a brief
history of Alaska and current situation there
from various perspectives such as economy
and climate change.
Regarding to economic condition,
they have been facing difficult situations.
Alaska had been wealthy due to the oil
production. However, after the production
reached its peak, it started to decline in 1988,
the income they get decreased and currently
they have heavily depended on government
spending.
Alaska remains a natural resourcebased state. They focus on producing and
exporting raw materials and they have little instate processing or value -added industries. In
addition, their agriculture is in small scale,
which result in almost all food are imported.
Their economy is also less diverse. They get
income from oil, mining, fishing, and small-
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traditional way such as telling, but also in

scaled tourism.
It’s been said that there are

using technology like the internet. I was really

numerous areas that are affected by climate

impressed by the dictionary of a native Alaska

change all around the world and it goes

language on the internet. I had felt passing on

without saying that Alaska is one of the

minor languages to descendants is difficult

regions that have been facing problems

since the population who speak native

caused by the change. For instance, the

languages has been decreasing in general. By

temperature and precipitation in Alaska has

using such technology, it makes their children

been increasing. They face shrinkage of snow

much easier to get accustomed to their

season, and they experience more wildfires

languages. At the same time, I felt their strong

than before. Owing to those changes, for

will to the language conservation.

example, permafrost has been thawing,

I was also impressed by a musician

which damages to infrastructure and

who has shown his performance on

ecosystem. The increased fires alter the forest

Instagram and Tiktok. Using these platform

characteristics.

enables younger generation to pay attention

I chose this topic since Alaska is a

to the music more easily. In order to protect

good example to consider the sustainability. I

traditions, I realized that utilizing such

got a strong impression to hear the most

technologies is very useful. I chose this topic

realistic way to realize the sustainability in

because I got inspiration from this lecture,

Alaska is to work on value-added agriculture. I

which is that it’s also a great idea to make use

initially thought tourism is a great example,

of those technologies.

but hearing the current situation of tourism
industry, I understood it’s not the best way to

What I thought will be useful in the

accomplish sustainability. I strongly felt we

future is the experience of sharing ideas in

need to come up with suitable measures to

English. I’ve never participated in a program

each region based on their individual

that whole lectures and discussions are in

situations.

English. The contents of the lectures are very

As for the second lecture I chose, I

different from what I learn in my department,

learned five different groups of people who

but this was a great opportunity to know

are Alaska Natives. Each group has their own

unfamiliar

traditional culture. I was interested since they

problems. I wouldn’t say what I learned from

have some similarities but each of them is

those lectures will directly connected to my

different from one another.

career path. However, I feel I could broaden

What interested me the most was

topics

about

environmental

my perspectives very much.

that some Alaska Native people have been

I haven’t figured out how I can utilize

trying to conserve their culture not only in

what I leaned from the program, but I
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lectures in English motivates me a lot in

suppose I will find some connections someday.

enhancing my English ability. I started to think
There are several good points of

I’d like to keep up with those in the future.

participating this program. First, though this is

As for my personal improvement,

what I’ve already mentioned, the experience

there were some discussions that we could

of learning something completely different

not share ideas or information very lively.

from my major gave me new perspectives.

Though I kept in my mind to say my opinion

There were many interesting topics that I

actively, in some discussions I could have been

wouldn’t have come across if I hadn’t

more assertive. I got some confidence to

participated this program. I haven’t noticed

speak in English in this program, so I’m sure I

that climate change affects the environment a

will be able to improve next time when I

lot. I realized that global warming is not just a

participate a program in English.

thawing of glaciers. It seems not so many

Though the program was hold

people pay attention to those problems in

online since we couldn’t go abroad, thanks to

Japan. Neither did I until I took part in the

professors, teachers and staff members, I had

program. It was a great opportunity for me to

fruitful time during the program.

get to know those problems. I learned in the
program not only the issues caused by climate
change, but also the problems that have
emerged after the globalization. Since the
world has been increasingly globalized, the
difficulties Canada has been facing and how
they address these will be hints to solve
challenges we will have in the future.
Second, I could share information
with students from different faculties,
departments, and countries. This was
interesting because I could hear various ideas
from them. Many of the ideas inspired me a
lot and I enjoyed hearing other participants’
questions to the professors.
Third, I could come to know what
the lectures are like in universities in some
other countries. Some lectures are difficult for
me and I had to take watch the videos again
and again, but those experience to take
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Title: The joys of Virtual Study Abroad

future research. I have been incredibly

Name: Seyedehparmida MERAJI

passionate about two talks through the

Grade: 4

outstanding lectures: "Nature Inspired Design

Faculty: Engineering

from the Sea" by Prof. Adam Summers and"

Department:

Socio-Environmental

Indigenous Culture in Alaska" by Dr. Topkok.

Engineering

First, I would like to talk about Prof.
Summers' lecture. The contents of the study

I enrolled at Hokkaido University in

were collecting Skelton model data from

2018, and I have been studying abroad in

various kinds of fish by scanning them and

Japan since then. Therefore, I think that I have

make a vast database for marine biologists.

a fair experience of acquiring an education

Furthermore, the professor shared his

overseas, and I can make a decent

research about bio inspired suction cups

comparison to what I learned in Nitobe

attaching to rough surfaces and applying this

College. The Online Short-term Study Abroad

technology in surgery, industrial production

Program was just as enriching as in-person

processes, whale tagging, etc. In the Q&A

study abroad courses and could work even

session, I asked the professor about providing

better for some learning styles. Pre-recorded

additional friction for the suction cups to

and on-demand lectures made it easier for

avoid sliding on surfaces. I assumed increasing

some students to rewind and avoid missing

the friction between the cling and the cover is

details. Also, it was more convenient to take

essential in improving the force needed for

short breaks to avoid feeling overwhelmed.

the edges to buckle. Before explaining the

As an Environmental Engineering

method, the professor shared an important

student, I was longing for some discussions

message: Science and research findings must

that engage all the students and challenge

be shared.

their ideas for the environmental obstacles

Scientists'

work

is

vital

to

that the world is facing. I was thrilled to

understanding and treating diseases and

participate

because

finding solutions for various environmental

sustainability remains as one of my

and social issues. They create innovations and

fundamental interests in this field. I assume

products that change people's lives daily, and

that discussion with HU members had a huge

they drive economic development. Therefore,

impact on our ways of thinking. I was

sharing their findings is valuable to find

delighted to discuss with other students from

solutions for global problems. Prof. Summers

different majors to hear various points of view

also shared his perspectives for getting

and opinions. I am striving to enhance my

inspiration and ideas from nature. I was

studies and analysis in this field, and I hope

impressed because by looking differently at

someday we will address this issue in our

your surrounding environment, you can grow

in

this

course
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ideas that lead to intelligent and forward-

environment, human and ecological health

thinking decisions in your research. The world

while

and academia are always looking for fresh

compromising our way of life. Here are many

ideas, pioneers, and innovators who can think

sustainability benefits, both short-term and

outside the box. It brings value to this world,

long-term: We cannot maintain our Earth's

and it is promising to reach great discoveries.

ecosystems or continue to function if more

Second, I would like to address Dr.

sustainable choices are not made. Suppose

Topkok and Mrs. Topkok's lecture. I learned

destructive processes are maintained with no

about indigenous groups' language, politics,

change. In that case, we will likely run out of

structures, artistic and intellectual traditions.

fossil fuels, vast numbers of animal species

Some other topics discussed within the

will become extinct, and the atmosphere will

groups include medicinal plants in traditional

be irreparably damaged. Clean air and

medicine, gender roles within indigenous

nontoxic atmospheric conditions, growth of

communities, and indigenous civil rights

resources that can be relied upon, and water

movements. Indigenous people are members

quality and cleanliness, are all sustainability

of an ethnic group that are the original or

benefits. Regardless of who we are, where we

earliest known inhabitants of a nation or area

live, and what we do, we all have a moral

of land, in contrast to groups who settled or

obligation to each other, our future

colonized these places during more recent

generations, and other species to sustain the

periods of history. Despite their rich culture

planet. Our current choices and actions have

and traditions, many indigenous people are

substantial long-term impacts on future

sadly noticeably absent from the historical

generations. Practicing sustainability ensures

narrative of those who came after them. I

that we make ethical choices that bring a safe

asked Dr. Topkok and Mrs. Topkok about

and livable future to everyone. If we deplete

discrimination

and

the resources of the Earth, future generations

educational institutions, and they shared their

will be depleted. For example, if we overfish

experiences and challenges as well as other

our oceans, we risk depleting the supply of

indigenous people in their community,

fish and every organism in the food chain

especially children in schools. I learned many

related to that fish.

in

the

workplace

driving

innovation

and

not

valuable lessons during their fantastic lecture,

In conclusion, during this program,

and I wish to expand my knowledge by

with the continuous support of the professors

looking through articles and available reliable

and TAs, I was able to develop my

media.

communication skills and critical thinking
The theme of the lectures was

Sustainable

Development

profoundly. I am grateful for learning about

Studies.

various topics in approaching sustainability

Sustainability looks to protect our natural

and discovering other research in multiple
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fields. I mainly found the comments and

Title: What I have learned through the online

questions by TAs and other students to help

Short-term Study Abroad Program

enhance my understanding of the lectures

Name: Keito Matsuoka

and means of thinking. Although aiming for

Grade: 2

one lecture and summarizing the content

Faculty: Engineering

could

Department: Information Electronics

be

challenging

depending

on

background knowledge, it was a great
experience. Overall, the most enjoyable part

It was interesting for me that Prof.

for me was the live sessions with the

Summers developed a new way in which to

professors. In the beginning, I was a bit timid

improve the efficiency of CT scan and the new

about asking questions, but all the professors

suction cup. Also, he showed CT scanned data

from UAF, UW, and UBC showed tremendous

for free. I was impressed that he said

interest in answering all the questions asked.

availability for not only scientists but also

I believe all the sessions went well, and later I

everyone

could tackle the topic by my own research

advancement of science. Thanks to his work,

smoothly. I had much pleasure with this

everyone can find the worth of the data. I

online program, and I look forward to hearing

thought that he was dedicated to the

about other standpoints in the future. Thank

advancement of science.

you very much.

must

contribute

to

the

Also, it was the first time for me to
learn the details of environmental problems
and the earth’s ecosystem. I learned about
various things about ecosystems in various
areas. In range land, invasion by invasive
species and increase of the frequency of
wildfire caused by invasive species are severe
problems. There is a bad cycle that invasive
species help to increase the wildfire and
wildfire helps invasive species to overwhelm
other species. This bad cycle makes the
problem worse. Actually, invasive species do
not flourish so much in their native land such
as India. The problem is that there are no
native species which can compete with
invasive species. Invasive species and global
warming promoted the frequency and scale
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of wildfire. Wildfire causes many problems

to work with enthusiasm and dedicate myself

not only on ecosystems but also on society.

to the advancement of science with passion.

I learned about the careers of

Also, I found many of the professors were

professors, and it was helpful for me to

very positive about teaching their subjects to

choose my future career. I was inspired by

us students. Since I have been taking classes

professors who are doing research as PhDs in

online since I entered the university, I had less

fields different from those in which they

chances to feel the enthusiasm of my

received their bachelor's degrees. For

professors.

example, there was a professor who

enthusiasm this time made me think that I

specialized in ecology after getting a

would be more willing to learn and ask

bachelor's degree in engineering, and

questions to professors from now on.

However,

feeling

their

another who was doing research in biology

Through the lecture I learned a

after getting a bachelor's degree in

variety of topics, and the fact that there were

mathematics. When I started my sophomore

a lot of things I didn't know made me curious

year, I had a hard time deciding which

about learning more. This lecture was my first

department to go to, but I decided to go to my

time to learn about the variety of

current department. Even now, I sometimes

environments and ecosystems there, the

wonder if I made the right choice, but after I

various problems in the earth, and the

heard about his career, I feel much better. I

cultures of the various regions of the world. I

decided that if I am strongly attracted to

wanted to learn more about the topics I

another field in the future, I will major in that

learned in the lecture, so I plan to read books

field. However, I decided to concentrate on

about them and do research on the Internet.

studying my major for now.

I

learned

about

many

global

It was inspiring to learn about the

environmental issues such as global warming

enthusiasm and dedication of the professors.

and ocean acidification and I was amazed at

I noticed that all the instructors I took lessons

the severity and impact of these issues. The

have found great meaning in their research or

fact that similar problems occur in different

activities. I thought that is the reason why

regions was surprising. I thought that it would

they were very passionate about their

be difficult to solve these problems by only

research or activities. Prof. Summers had

individual efforts. Therefore, when I learned

made his CT scan data available for free to

about these problems, I decided to share this

contribute to the advancement of biology and

information with others. This is because I

science. I was greatly impressed by the fact

believe that these problems can only be

that he was making the data accessible even

solved if many people have an interest in

to non-scientists for the advancement of

them and try to solve them.

biology. I strongly felt that one day I would like
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In

addition

to

environmental

hear the voices of the students and

problems, I also learned the problems that

instructors since the quality of voice or

arise when people from different cultures

internet connection was not so good. So, I

interact with each other. I thought that one of

think at least renting microphones for

the causes of these problems, as well as the

everyone (including professors) would greatly

environmental problems, is indifference.

contribute to the quality of online discussion

Acturely, I am from Hokkaido, but I knew

and pre-lectures.

almost nothing about the native people, that

Another disadvantage of studying

is Ainu people, living there. I was ashamed of

abroad online is, as I mentioned earlier, that it

that, so I decided to take an interest in and

is almost impossible to experience the local

study not only the Ainu people, but also

culture and environment. It was a pity that I

people living in many other cultures, and to

could only get a sense of the local atmosphere

make an effort to accept those cultures.

from the room in the background of the

I was inspired by the large knowledge

professors. It was not enough at all, of course,

and insight of the other students I studied

but it was a bit interesting for me to find

with, of course by their proficiency in English.

cultural differences in the participant's room.

Even though they are only a few years older

In addition, the good aspect of the

than me, I felt that there was a big difference

online course was the simplicity of studying. I

between them and me. Therefore, I felt that I

could watch the pre-lecture video over and

should study harder in order to close this gap.

over again until I understood the content of

I felt that their high level of insight comes from

the lessons. That advantage is obtained only

the fact that they think about things from

using online sessions. I think these were

various aspects, in addition consider the

examples of the possibility that we can learn

related things and effects related to them. So

much more in online study abroad with our

I decided to try to think in such a way.

efforts. More to the point, we can enhance

Online studying abroad program was

the effectiveness of studying abroad if we

good for me because it did not matter where

make good use of the internet after covid-19

I took the course. Although I had to spend a

pandemic.

lot of time taking lessons, the fact that I could
take classes anywhere such as my house or
my grandparent’s house allowed me to use
my time outside of the classroom more
effectively. Contrary, it was too bad that I
could not experience cultures abroad during
my free time. In addition, the disadvantage of
studying online was that it was difficult to
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Title: Valuable experience through Short-

For the refrigerator, an underground storage

term Overseas Study Special Program in

at about +1 ℃ is installed, and refrigerated

2021 summer

items are stored there. In addition, water can

Name: Risa Igarashi

be used without freezing all year around by

Grader: 3

installed a tank underground that does not

Faculty: Engineering

freeze. When amount of power generation is

Department:

Socio-Environmental

shortage, he sometimes uses a power

Engineering

generator, but he rarely needs to use it.
Despite the fact that Alaska is a

I joined this program and could

difficult environment to live in, I was very

have valuable experience. I could participate

surprised that he could live off-grid with

in many professors’ lectures, and I could gain

taking advantage of that environment. I am

extensive knowledges.

interested in sustainable living personally

Through this program, all lectures

and believe that many people should live on

were interesting for me. From all lectures, I

sustainable energy in the near future.

will introduce two interesting lectures.

However, there is no point in using

First, my interesting lecture is the

sustainable energy to make our lives

sustainable lifestyle by Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa.

inconvenient. I was wondering if sustainable

He introduced two lifestyles in Alaska and

energy could provide the same amount of

Hawaii. Especially, I am more interested in

electricity as we consume today.

Alaska lifestyle. The sustainable lifestyle is an

From the professor’s actual off-grid

independent lifestyle, that is “off-grid”,

life, I can see the possibility of realizing a

without depending on public works such as

sustainable society in the future. My idea is

electricity, gas, and water, which are

not to think off-grid on a household basis,

indispensable for our lives in Japan. In Alaska

but on the whole area. As if the usage of

lifestyle, solar panels produce the electricity

electricity was changed depending on the

which is needed for daily life. The uses of

season in Alaska, each household would

electricity vary depending on the season.

generate electricity using solar panels, and a

In summer, the midnight sun

system would be created to share electricity

enables sufficient power generation by solar

from households with sufficient power to

panel, and most of it is used for refrigerators.

households with insufficient power. In the

In winter, because of polar night, the amount

future, we will make the entire region a

of power generation is scarce. Therefore,

sustainable society.

since the outside temperature is low, he can

Second, I was interested in the

use a natural freezer by leaving food outside.

lecture of Fire in Rangeland by Dr. Katherine
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Wollstein. One of the factors of expanding

wondering what I should major in the future.

scale of fire is invasive grasses. Invasive

In the first place, I couldn’t explain concretely

grasses dry early, so the probability of fire

about my interest area. Therefore, I would

increases. Also, once fire happens, it is easy

like to clarify my interests by hearing stories

to spread and becomes more intense

from various fields. I actually participated in

because of invasive grasses. When the fire

this program and realized that I was always

subsides, invasive species settle in the bare

thinking about what to do to create a

land. And fire is more likely to occur. As a

sustainable society. I felt I could grasp my

result, this negative cycle is created. The

own thinking tendency and found what I

reason I chose this topic is that I realized that

would like to major in by learning and

fire is caused by a complex combination of

thinking about various fields. In addition,

various factors. Recently, I heard news about

once the major is decided, the goal of long-

fire around the world. I think that the

term study abroad will be clarified, and I

frequency of fire is increasing due to global

think this program will lead to the next step.

warming. However, the frequency of it is

Second, I could discuss with

increasing because of invasive grasses, I learn

students from various faculties. When I

the way of control fire exist various. If we

discussed with them about same theme,

think all factors of fire is global warming, we

they had ideas from each viewpoint. They

will take indirect measures. On the other

had measures and questions which I can’t hit

hands, if we think various factors for fire, we

on, they affected my ability of thinking.

could take direct measures such as planting

When I think in a single way, I can’t notice the

native species. In this way, I thought that

disadvantages from other point of view. I

supporting the Rangeland ecosystem would

think that the attitude of thinking from

lead to mitigation of global warming.

multiple directions will continue to be useful

I think this program is useful for our

after this program.

studies and career. I have two reasons, so I

I think Online study abroad have

will explain them.

advantages and disadvantages.

First, what I found useful in my

First, I will express advantages of

future career through this program is that I

online. The first good point about studying

can find the interest field by hearing various

abroad online is that I had the opportunity to

fields and thinking each field for myself. One

use English at home. There are few

of the motivations for participating in this

opportunities to speak English just by staying

program was to hear stories from various

home. I think that thinking about how to

fields. I belong to the Department of Socio-

express in English will lead to development

Environmental Engineering, and I was

of English skills. The second good point is that
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we can listen to the stories from many

Title: My experience of Short-term Study

overseas professors in short period who we

Abroad Program

cannot normally see. Listening to the stories

Name: Ayaka, Kumagai

from multiple teachers gives us a sense of

Grade: 2nd year

many values. Since professors expressed

Faculty: Humanities and Human Science

their thoughts based on evidence, I had a lot

Department: Humanities

of discoveries of new facts. For example,
what I thought was a disadvantage for

I took Short-Term Overseas Study

marine ecosystem was actually an advantage

Special Program 2021 Summer and had

for specific fish. This program is a beneficial

several important experiences. There were

experience because we can find out what is

two intriguing contents among these

difficult for us to investigate.

lectures.

On

the

other

hand,

the

The first is the contents about the

disadvantage is that we can’t actually see,

ecology of sagebrush. There were three

touch, or active communication with

lectures about it from Prof. Mata-González,

professors. By experiencing the actual state

Dr. Wollstein, and Dr. Dinkins in Oregon

of nature, which can’t be conveyed online, I

State University. It was interesting that there

think that I will have new questions and have

were many fires in vast rangeland in Oregon

an unforgettable experience.

and they were deeply concerned with the

Finally, I thank the teachers and TAs

ecology there. For example, a species named

for hosting this program. I had valuable

as cheatgrass can be burn, which makes fire

experiences. I will do my best to grow myself

and invades the habitat of sagebrush.

further.

What was most serious problem
was overgrazing. This makes conifer
encroachment and human beings are
responsible for it.
The reason why I felt them
interesting was these problems were
concerned with Sustainable Development
Goals called SDGs. They were related to the
15th goal “Life on land.” Human beings must
not destroy the ecologies and must not lead
unsustainable lives.
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In addition, we must know about

In addition, the variety of accent of

the Japanese issues about life on land. We

English implied the different features of

also think about solutions for it.

many ethnic groups. I felt Chinese teaching

The second interesting things was

assistants’ English pronunciation was like

the difference of accents used by professors,

Chinese. I felt it was one part of the cultural

doctors, Hokkaido University’s teaching

differences. It seemed to an important field

assistants, and participants. US and Canada

to know more.

have many immigrants and some of them
might study in universities. Some of the

From experience of this program, I

teachers were not native speakers of English

found two impressive things in my future.

and had different accents. As for native

The first was motivation to study

speakers of English, the differences could be

English. Although I had habit to study English

found.

in high school, nowadays I hardly study it.
In

discussion

Hokkaido

This program needed abilities to listen to and

University members, the nationalities of

understand foreign universities lectures and

them were various and used many kinds of

to use English to express our opinions in

English. Most of Japanese students are often

discussions. I felt confused when I could

thought that they are not good at speaking

understand lectures and when I cannot

English. However, the participants of this

remember the word I wanted to say. These

program

experiences made me want to improve my

could

make

of

themselves

understood using their unique accents.

English. I want to be able to tell my opinion

The reason why I was Interested in

more fluently and I will set it as my goal.

the accents of people was that I had thought

The second impressive thing was

precise pronunciation had been important.

about living in foreign countries. In this

In English course in high school, we must

program, there were many people living in

have memorized the way to pronounce and

foreign countries. They were not only

felt we must have spoken “correct” English.

teachers, but also teaching assistants and

Through discussions of this program, I

students. Talking with such people made me

learned that not to speak might stop

think settling or studying abroad. I think it is

discussion. It is important to speak more

so difficult to live foreign countries because

without hesitation even though I cannot

there are many different cultures from my

make correct pronunciation. I also think I

own culture. However, there may be

must think my English may be better

experience only abroad such as the great

understood than I think.

nature of Alaska, the vast rangeland in
Oregon, and so on. If I am attracted to
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something in foreign countries, this program

university students there, or native culture

may be important factor to decide to go

which is different from ours. It might be

there.

valuable experience for us.

I learned so important things this program

The second bad point was there

that I will make my life better using this

were many breaks between lectures. If it had

experience.

been actual studying abroad, we would have
many chances to speak English after we had

This program was on-line and there

finished whole day’s lecture. In the period of

were several good and bad points.

online lecture, I was so relaxed and not using

The first good point was an

English in the night. I think to improve English

expense to take the program. The usual

ability, an actual studying abroad program

program would cost money because we

will be more effective than on-line one.

must go abroad using plane or public

The third bad point was problem of

transportation. In addition,

equipment. In discussion part, I sometimes

we must prepare for money to stay

felt difficulty of listening because Zoom had

there and to eat meals. However, this year

some trouble of internet connection. When

we used internet and took lecture in

more than two people were talking at once,

remoted places and any money was

the sound might be broken off. It caused that

unnecessary. It made many chances to

discussion

students who did not have enough money to

smoothly.

go abroad.

could

not

make

progress

I think not only actual foreign

The second good point was that we

programs, but also online programs have

could take lectures in places which we chose.

many good points. If we should be able to go

We can take them anywhere as long as we

abroad more easily than today, we should

can use Zoom. It allowed us to keep our daily

study abroad. However, there should be

activities such as part-time jobs, club

another choice such as on-line program

activities, and so on.

which solve problems preventing from

These two things might make

challenging.

students thought this program was easy to
participate in. If this program had not been
on-line, I might have given up taking part in.
The bad point of online- program
was we cannot feel actual experience in
foreign countries. We could not see the
landscape of the nature, the activity of
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Title: The knowledge learning from the

Fisheries

online program

financially support fishermen. However,

Name: Kohei KURAHASHI

extra subsidies induce overfishing. Total

Grade:2

amount of subsidies in the world was 35

Faculty: Fisheries Sciences

billion dollars. Moreover, scholars study

subsidies

were

created

to

breakdown of subsidies. The subsidies that
Most interested lecture for me

lead to overfishing was 20 billion dollars.

My major is Fisheries Science.

Surprisingly, Japan pays a lot of subsidies and

There were many lectures related to fishery

occupies 20% of total amount of subsidies.

in this program. So, I learned the relationship

More than half of that subsidies leads to

between fish and the environment from

overfishing.

various perspectives such as sea ice and fish

I looked through subsidies of Japan.

living in Bering Sea, artificial object and

Subsides is essential to support fishermen in

salmon.

Japan. That is because, catch of fish in Japan
Among them, the lecture I was

has decreased for many years. So, many

most interested in was “Global Sustainability”

fishermen are suffering from poverty. This

by Prof. Sumaila. This lecture explained

problem is very serious and needs to be

Sustainability Development. Sustainability

solved urgently. Recently, this issue has

Development (SD) have three elements,

attracted attention, as a student of fisheries,

environmental and social, economic. The

I have responsibility to this problem. I think I

three domains are interdependent. I didn’t

was very lucky to know this problem. I have

know this idea. I thought when thinking SD

come to be able to think about Japanese

of fishery resource, we must consider not

fisheries

only marine ecosystems but also human

perspective.

society and economy.

management

from

a

new

I also interested in “Climate

The most memorable words of Prof.

Variability and Marine Ecosystem Function”

Sumaila were “Influence of ocean is too large

by Prof. Hunt. He explained the relationship

to mess up”. The ocean occupies 70% of the

between sea ice and pollock biomass.

earth. So, this influence for human life is too

Pollock is member of the cod family. Pollock

large to ignore. However, the global ocean is

is a key species in Alaska. That is because,

under threat such as pollution, overfishing

pollock grow fast and have a relatively short

and acidification. We must reduce marine

life span (about 12 years). This feature is very

pollution.

efficient for fishermen to make profit.

In this lecture, topic I was most

Prof. Hunt said Pollock Biomass

interested in was Fisheries subsidies.

increase sharply every few years. The reason
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is that zooplankton that pollock eat increase.

Those problems lead to declining salmon

The reason that zooplankton increase is that

biomass. The environment is changed by

phytoplankton that zooplankton eat increase.

human hands, which has bad effects on the

The reason of increasing phytoplankton is

ecosystem. I learned that environment have

ice- algae increase. Ice-algae live under the

a lot of influence for ecosystem from lecture.

sea ice. When sea ice break ice-algae get to

I get new knowledge to think ocean

sea from the ice. In conclusion, thawing sea

ecosystem.

ice indirectly increases the pollock biomass.
The point which is useful for my future

This phenomenon was very interesting. Prof.
Hunt said due to climate change surface of

Participating in this program made

sea ice is decreasing and ice-algae is

me aware of my poor English ability. When I

decreasing. Retreating sea ice affects

would like to convey my opinion, I couldn’t

temperature of ocean.

make a sentence in English and give my

This problem is very serious for

opinion to other students. When I asked

Japan’s salmon. Young Japanese salmon

foreign professors my question, I was busy

descend into the sea in the spring and live in

understanding their answers and couldn’t

the coastal area for one or three months.

discuss. So, I think if I could speak more

Young salmon head north when the

English, I could have learned more from this

temperature of ocean exceeds 13 degrees. If

program. However, it is true that my English

they head north without growing enough,

ability has improved through this program. I

the mortality rate will increase. So,

noticed that I need more opportunities to

decreasing sea ice leads to declining salmon

speak English. This program was an

catch. Moreover, in the spring of the

opportunity to change my way of learning

following year, young salmons migrate to the

English.

Bering Sea. Bering Sea is a sea area that

In addition, this program gave me

Japanese salmon prefer to spend and catch

knowledge of relation between fishery and

their food and grow significantly.

other fields. Each field is intricately related.

Declining sea ice of the Bering Sea

So, when thinking sustainable fishery

affects salmon growing and route of

management, I can get more perspective.

returning home river. I mean Japanese

Moreover, I learned fishing management

salmon don’t return to Japan. After a few

from Hokkaido university lecture. I learned

years we will not eat Japanese salmon. Prof.

fishing

Hinch also said salmon biomass is decreasing.

ecosystem from this lecture such as sea ice,

He said this reason is dams. Due to dams,

dam, urbanization. This lecture gave me

salmon’s habitats decrease and divide water.

knowledge that different from knowledge I
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management

considering

the

Title: The new form of exchange program –

have.

what I learned and felt -

All teachers said climate change
affect ecosystem and it is important to

Name: Kisho, Noda

address the impact of this change. I would

Grade: 6th

like to support to solve this problem through

Faculty: Medicine

this program.

Department: Medicine

Good point
There

The two topics that I got most
were

some

Japanese

interested in through this program were

lectures in this program. So, I can compare

"Sustainability in

my ability of understanding lecture in

Frontier" and "Nature inspired design from

Japanese with ability of understanding

the sea.

lecture in English. In English, I can understand

For

Alaska, America's Last

"Sustainability in

Alaska,

other student’s opinions, but I can’t think

America's Last Frontier", we had many

their opinion. However, in Japanese, I can

discussions about the problems Alaska is

think their opinions and discuss. I was able to

facing such as high dependence on the oil

prepare for the lecture. So, I was able to

industries and necessity for managing huge

understand the content of the lecture well

territories. It also seemed that both Alaska

even though I lacked English ability. I was

and Hokkaido share similar problems.

able to hear opinions of students from

As a medical student, I have seen

various fields, I realizes that there was a

the shortage of medical staff, the withdrawal

variety of ways of thinking about the subject.

of university medical offices, and the collapse
of emergency medical services in rural
Hokkaido

regions.

Therefore,

I

was

interested in the situation of community
health care in Alaska which has much larger
land and less access to the health care
services. In reply to my question, Prof.
Valentine said that Alaska has an air
ambulance service, but he was not able to
give me any further details. Thus, I gathered
information after the class and found out
that online telemedicine is also provided to
Alaska Native communities. It reduces travel
time for visiting hospital as well as enhances
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access to medical care. In addition to that,

structures. He told me that he was actually

Alaska state government is making more

inspired by the open-access databases made

efforts to develop air ambulance services by

by

training

communities and built the CT scan database.

more

paramedics

in

local

communities.

protein

and

molecular

biology

He also answered that in the field of anatomy,

I am going to be a doctor next year,

it is relatively easier to predict various

and I would like to work in emergency

parameters such as skeletal motions and

medicine filed. There are many regions in

forces made by muscles with using

Japan, not only those required to cover vast

engineering software.

areas like Hokkaido, but also those have

Open-access to various data is one

remote islands like Okinawa. Even Tokyo

of the trends in the life science community -

which relatively has abundant medical

from micro scale data such as genes and

service capacity has to cover remote areas

proteins to macro scale data like skeletal

like Izu and Ogasawara islands and Okutama

system carried out by Prof. Summers and his

region. In order to provide these areas

colleagues. I realized the contribution of

appropriate

emergency

open-access policy to the academic world by

medical care and access to hospitals,

hearing the examples of Prof. Summers'

learning about the case of Alaska is very

group. The professor's answer that it is

helpful to consider how to develop

relatively easy to analyze anatomical

emergency and community medical care in

functions by using engineering software also

Japan in the future.

made me realize the importance of having

and

effective

"Nature inspired design from the

curiosity

in

other

fields

to

acquire

sea" was also very interesting to me since I

inspirations and breakthrough for the

have

research.

been

spending

most

of

my

undergraduate years in virology research

In addition to that, I was impressed

which is also one of the parts of life science

by the professor's mention to the issue of

filed. My main theme has been focusing on

dual use of science and technology. I had the

the structure and function of viral proteins

impression that the U.S. is more active in the

from the structural biological approaches. In

development of defense and military-related

protein research, a free database like the CT

research and products than Japan, but I felt

scan data database established by Prof.

that there might be a certain number of

Summers is also available for everyone.

scientists like the professor who are cautious

In the discussion with Prof.

for connecting their research discoveries to

Summers, I asked him about methods to

these usages. I will not discuss the pros and

predict functions based on obtained skeletal

cons of dual use and military-related
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research itself, but it reminded me the

education, I had predicted that the physical

importance of having good sense and

and financial barriers for the exchange

wisdom not only as a scientist but also as a

programs would be taken away by the online

citizen.

style. As I participated in this program, I felt
Unfortunately, I think there are not

there was no missed essential elements of

many factors from this program which will

studying abroad. I will consider online

directly help my academic career or choosing

program as one of my options when I have

the career as a doctor. On the other hand,

the opportunity to pursue further degrees

the experience of having discussions with

such as MPH in the future.

people with various backgrounds and

The only thing I felt unfortunate

opinions was very valuable for me. The main

was the limitation of number of students

mission of medical professionals, including

participating in the discussions with the

doctors, is to maximize the benefits for the

professors. I wanted to listen to the opinions

patients, but we often leave the patient's

of many people, so I was a little dissatisfied in

thoughts and values behind. In order to

this perspective. The fact that more students

maximize the patients` desires, it is

could participate in the online study abroad

necessary to listen carefully to their opinions,

program than actual visiting program was an

but it is also essential to have discussions and

advantage, but I felt that it could be also a

share opinions among different medical

disadvantage in terms of the quality and

professions. Many of the topics discussed in

equality of the discussions. Ideally, all

this class contain conflicts of values, social

students should be able to ask questions to

structural issues, and disagreements of

the professors in some way, and at the same

interest between groups in the real society.

time, the professor should be able to ask

In the group discussions, these factors were

questions to all students. Therefore, there

apparent too, and it revealed the importance

might be a room for discussion to consider

of bringing out each person's opinion in

the best number of students participate in

order to solve problems. Based on this

the program.

experience, I would like to become a doctor

It was very meaningful for me to

engaging in careful and active conversations

experience this new form of exchange

with patients, their families, and medical

program at the end of my student life. I

professionals and do my best.

would

like

to

express

my

greatest

Throughout this online program, I

appreciation to the faculty members, TAs,

realized the potential of online exchange

and other students involved in this program.

program. As the COVID-19 pandemic has led
to the shift to ICT in many aspects of
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Title: What I learned about SDGs

out, and then the area where sagebrush

Name: Yuichi Nowada

prospered is encroached by invasive species.

Grade: 2

Sagebrush needs about several decades to

Faculty: Agriculture

recover, on the other hand, it takes several

Department: Agricultural Economics

years for invasive species to grow.
Unfortunately, invasive species is more

I learned a lot of things in Short-

flammable than Sagebrush. So it is important

Term Overseas Study Special Program 2021

to introduce sagebrush in the forest and

Summer. In the program, mainly we

consider

discussed SDGs after we had watched each

encroachment.

lecture which is produced by teachers who

how
The

work in overseas universities.

to

other

prevent
is

lecture

invasive
about

indigenous people in Alaska. I knew about

First, I have two interesting

the existence about them, but I was

lectures in the program. One of them is

surprised that they are composed by 5

lecture

between

different groups in which people speak

rangeland and wildfire. Honestly, I do not

different languages and have different

know about wildfire in detail because we

lifestyle. In their groups, they have special

have never experienced wildfire in Japan.

dance and clothes. I was really interested in

Therefore, I was really interested in how to

the way to use the clothes in their dance.

have bad effect on the ecology and spread

People in one of five groups wear clothes to

around the forest. Wildfire occurs by many

represent hierarchy and the other group use

causes which are mainly divided human

clothes as habitual ones which are used by

activity and natural phenomenon. Teacher

ancient people to go fishing. I am impressed

explained to us about natural phenomenon.

that even all groups have dance from long

Wildfire is occurred by relationship among

time ago each dance has different meaning

oxygen, heat and fuel in the soil. Therefore, it

and history, and these things are seen in

is difficult to prevent wildfire completely, so

clothes as paintings and decorations. I think

it is necessary to consider the ecological

it is important to take over these traditional

system including wildfire occurring.

dances and clothes in the future generations.

about

relationship

The forest in Northern West

I think that these customs become a part of

America is occupied by Sagebrush, which is

identity of people who grow up around these

peculiar to the area and have resistance to

customs unconsciously.

harsh environment. Sagebrush plays an

In the lecture videos, I was

important role in the ecosystem. However,

surprised that young children who know

after wildfire occurs sagebrush are burned

modern culture are not ashamed of dancing.
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I think how to take over traditional customs

we can only touch with English for two weeks.

will become a big problem in all groups in

Therefore, I can improve my English speaking

Alaska. We have to think about modern

and listening ability in short span which is not

culture and traditional culture. Also people in

improved easily in daily study. Also, I can get

Alaska have to make a big challenge to adapt

an important opportunity to discuss in

themselves to modern circumstances.

English. That helps me to broaden the

Second, I learned about not only

choices about overseas jobs.

about SDGs but also each attitude toward

Third, I mention about the good

each study. Some of these things help me to

and bad points in the online overseas lecture.

study in the university and decide my

I think it is good thing that I can talk with

devotion. Most of teachers investigate not

many foreign people who are from different

only one certain field but also a lot of types

countries. I can experience and know other

of fields which are supposed that there are

countries’ culture and sense of value.

no relationships between some fields. For

I think make good use of online

example, teachers who investigate about

videos. Because of online, I can watch video

fishery sometimes survey the condition of

lectures many times when I cannot

forest. I specialize in agricultural economics

understand the contents of the lectures and

which extends two fields of studies. I can

teachers’ English. I think I can understand the

refer to teachers’ multiple researches and I

contents of lectures more deeply than face-

can apply these measures to my study.

to-face classes. In addition, using zoom in the

When we begin to study, I think

lecture help me to attend the classes. It is

that research is the most important thing

easier for me to ask question on teachers

through I learn a lot of studies in the lecture.

than in face. Using the system of share

Without thoroughgoing research, we would

screen, I can explain difficult things to

not get cooperation with some institution

teachers clearly.

and would not convince people who invest

Moreover, this lecture is held for

our study. I think it is necessary for us to get

free, whoever has a high motivation can take

cooperation with various institutions and to

part in this lecture. The chance to take part in

explain about the study to indigenous people

normal overseas lecture is limited for

in the research area on basis of proper

affordable people because of high cost.

research. Encouraging indigenous people to

However, there are some bad

take proper education about SDGs, they can

points of online classes. We cannot talk with

deal with the local problem themselves

at the same time. When a few people begin

without researchers.

to talk with at the same time, they can be

In the classes and the lecture videos,

awkward. And I want to mention about
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internet environment. When there is only

Title: Zooming in on Sustainability

bad environment, it is difficult to hear what

Name: Kenta Takei

people say and a time lag occurs frequently. I

Grade: 4

was surprised that a blackout occurred in the

Faculty: Agriculture

country where teacher lives, and the teacher

Department: Forest Science

could not get in touch with no one in Japan. I
think it is not natural that there is always

In this report, I will discuss two

proper internet environment around people

topics of lectures that I found interesting in

in the world.

Hokkaido University Online Special Program
and how I am going to use this experience for
my life. I will also give a couple of opinions on
this program at the end.
The first lecture I intend to discuss
is “Fire Effects on Rangelands” by Dr.
Katherine Wollstein from Oregon State
University. The reason I found this lecture
absorbing is because I did not know that
rangelands were actually rich in biodiversity
and the dilapidation of these lands could
lead to serious environmental problems such
as the decrease in ecosystem services. What
is more, I was not aware that rangelands take
up more than 40 percent of the earth’s land,
and therefore, it is quite important to take
care of these lands the same way we do the
earth’s forests.
This lecture mainly focused on the
fire on sagebrush ecosystem in the Great
Basin in the United States. Sagebrush is one
of the common native plants on rangelands,
and the habitats of these plants are now
threatened by the increase in fire frequency
and its intensity. As the global warming
proceeds, fire frequency is expected to grow
even further, facilitating the devastation of
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sagebrush ecosystem. The lecturer explained

around Aleutian islands developed fur

that a lot of measures are taken to address

knitting and kayak making skills because they

this problem. For example, rangeland

have been hunting seals, sea otters, and

managers are applying herbicide to reduce

other animals found in the region. Therefore,

the likelihood of ignitions or creating

it is important to note that the culture of

firebreaks to stop the fire from spreading.

Alaska Natives is nothing homogenous, but

This lecture made me realize that

quite rich in diversity.

different regions indeed have different

Throughout

the

lecture,

the

environmental challenges, and what we

lecturers were reiterating that we, as non-

should do is look at the characteristics of the

Alaska Natives, need to study their culture

region closely and identify causes of the

from their worldview. Alaska Native people

problem so that we will be able to come up

have been studied from “outsiders” for more

with the most effective measures to address

than 150 years, and almost all the books and

it.

documents we find about indigenous people
The second lecture I will discuss is

in Alaska are written by them. Recently, a

“Indigenous Culture in Alaska” by Dr. Sean A.

number of Alaska Natives started presenting

Topkok and Mrs. Amelia Ahnaughuq Topkok

their lifestyle, art, and religion through books

from University of Alaska Fairbanks. Having

and their artifacts.

read books previously on Alaska Natives by

This lecture made me even more

late Michio Hoshino, a Japanese nature

interested in the culture of Alaska Natives,

photographer, I found this lecture really

but also that it is becoming more and more

interesting. The lecturers emphasized that

difficult to preserve their culture in the trend

what was presented in the lecture is only the

of globalization and informatization.

surface of Alaska Natives’ culture, and we

Secondly, I will discuss what this

can go a lot further to study it. Nonetheless,

series of lectures means for my life today and

this lecture was a great opportunity for me to

in the future.

learn the lifestyle and history of Alaska

Every lecture in this program was

Natives.

deeply connected with the concept of
There are various groups of Alaska

Sustainable Development Goals presented

Natives that stem from different climates

by United Nations. Therefore, the ideas and

and different food sources available. That is

knowledge that I gained through this series

why we can see so many kinds of cloths,

of

dances, arts, and techniques that are unique

sustainability more deeply. Before this

to each of the group. For example, Unangax,

program, my initial image that I get when I

a group of Alaska Natives who are based

heard the word “sustainability” was always
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lectures

will

help

me

consider

that of the environmental sustainability such

Although the ideal was to go to the

as preservation of biodiversity or combatting

university overseas and actually see the topic

climate change and deforestation.

of lectures with our own eyes, this online

Although I had known the concept

program had its own upsides. What I

of SDGs and that it is a discussion of society

personally liked about this program was that

and economy as well as environment, I could

a lot of students from a lot of majors and

not put my finger on the type of sustainable

background gathered at one place and gave

development that encompasses all of social,

their unique point of view on each topic. In

economic, and environmental goals. And

the time of Covid-19 when it is difficult to

then, in the lectures, I discovered that

meet our classmates, much less other

whatever sustainable goals I intend to aim at,

students from different faculties, this was a

they will somehow be connected with other

great opportunity for me to have fruitful

goals. For example, the discussion about

conversations.

wildfires in Alaska is also a discussion about

One thing that I would like to

Alaska Natives because indigenous people in

change in this program is the way grouping is

Alaska have been using its interior forests

done. It was often the case that same two or

ever since they settled in the area, and their

three members were in consecutive

forest is a crucial part of their religion and

discussions. It might have been difficult to go

lifestyle. This means that one activity that an

over the grouping since there was a sudden

individual engage in for the sustainable

change in the way this program is held. But

development can also lead to other positive

this sort of online program is a rare chance to

outcomes.

meet a variety of people, and grouping plays

I am making compost in my room,

a crucial role in it.

which helps to decrease the amount of food

I would like to thank all the

waste. But this can also be a social activity if

lecturers from universities overseas, staff

everyone in the community starts making

members of Hokkaido University, and

compost from their food waste and shares it

teaching assistants for making this program a

with others to be used for gardening and

great learning opportunity.

farming. One further step that I can take
today is to let others know about sustainable
development and what we as a whole can do
to achieve it.
Finally, I would like to give my
opinions on holding this type of program
online.
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Title: What I have learned through the

contribute to overcapacity, overfishing and

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

IUU

Name: Wakana Sasaki

Unregulated fishing) by reducing the cost of

Grade: 3rd

fishing and/or increasing revenues.

Faculty: Faculty of Science

fishing

(Illegal,

Unreported

and

The reason why I chose this lecture

Department: Department of Chemistry

is the fact that this issue is related not only to
goal 14: life below water of SDGs, but also to

Through the online Short-term

5: gender equality. 84% of subsidies are

Study Abroad Program, I learned many

distributes to large-scale fisheries where

things every day. But here I would like to

more male workers compared to small-scale

highlight few of them from 2 perspectives.

fisheries. This was the first example that

First, I’d like to introduce 2 lectures

made me realize that SDGs are intricately

that were most impressive to me.

connected with each other. Also, the idea

One is Prof. Rashid SUMAILA’s

that making fish private property would stop

lecture about” Global Sustainability”. He

competition, thus prevent overfishing was

started the lecture from the definition of

interesting. Because I had never seen fish as

sustainability and expanded the topic to an

public property before then.

example of issues related to sustainability. In

The other lecture is that of Prof.

ecology, sustainability is the capacity to

Adam P. SUMMERS, “Nature Inspired Design

endure; it is how biological systems remain

from the Sea”. He introduced us 3D scanning

diverse and productive indefinitely. But in

and told us how interesting it is to reveal

more general terms, it means the endurance

fish’s sculpture. He found the technology

of systems & processes. So, when thinking of

called “the fish burrito” which allows us scan

an actual issue, it is important to tackle the

700 species per month. He welcomes

problem from 3 aspects: environment,

researchers from all over the world and let

society, and economy.

them scan fish in his laboratory. He explained

Sustainable development would

us how he and his coworkers invented a

never be realized unless you make each

suction cup which sticks to a rough surface

component sustainable, because

well. Their inspiration came from Cling fish’s

interact

each

other.

they

Sustainability

is

micro-scale structure.

important since we have finite amount of

I chose this lecture because I

space, limited resources, and limited

learned 3 important ideas as a researcher. I

technology. Fisheries subsidies (financial

learned that the importance of always

payments, direct or indirect from public

keeping the purposes of the research in mind,

entities to the fishing sector) sometimes

the importance of looking for the critical
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point when searching relation between

ecosystem. He said “do whatever excites you.

several parameters and merits of open

Find something that you are willing to face

source. Especially, the fact that letting others

challenges.”.

access and use your findings builds up your

I am studying Chemistry and I

good impression and also leads you to more

would like to do the research that studies the

exposure to people around the world

mechanism of proteins involved in metal ion

sounded attracting to me. I will keep these 3

capture in the body, specifically from a

ways of thinking in my mind as a future

structural

researcher.

graduation, I would like to go on to graduate

analysis

perspective.

After

Second, I’d like to mention how this

school to develop expertise in this field. After

program helped me visualize my future

that, I’d like to work internationally. To realize

career as a student.

this goal, I will keep studying both chemistry

In fact, this program encouraged

and languages.

me to follow my heart and to do things I’m

Lastly, I would like to raise some

interested in whatever other people say.

good points and also a point that I’d like to

Every professor seemed to love his/her

request in this program.

research and that became one of my ideal

First good point is that it was on-

future self.

demand class, so that we could watch as

Particularly, Prof. Rashid SUMAILA

many times as we want and deepen our

and Prof. George HUNT’s career were
interesting.

Prof.

SUMAILA

understanding.

studied

Second is small group discussion. I

Engineering in the undergraduate, so he is

really liked this system because I could

supposed to work in the construction

always gain new perspectives and ideas from

industry. But after graduation, he studied

other members. This also allows us to be

Economics. Now he is doing the research on

close to each other. As I got close to other

fisheries economics and trying to change the

members, it became easier for me to study

world fisheries regarding SDGs.

more proactively and I could enjoy

Prof. George said he loves birds

discussions thus lectures at the end.

since he was little. And his first research

Third is more personal comment,

subject was sea birds. After studying for 15

but I am very glad that every lecture was

years, his interest moved on to sea birds’

about kind of big scale phenomenon. In my

feed, zooplankton. Now he researches the

major chemistry, we mainly study about very

relation between the environmental change,

small structure of the substance such atom

zooplankton and the fish in Bering Sea. He

and molecule. So the lectures that talk about

literary followed his interest along the

visible world was interesting to me.
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Title: My wonderful studying though the

The last good point was that I could
find that professors welcome questions. In

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

my daily study in Department of Chemistry,

Name: Natsune YAMADA

we rarely ask questions in the class since the

Grade: 3rd

number of the student is big. As a

Faculty: Faculty of pharmaceutical sciences

consequence, our study is almost always one

Department:

way from the professor to the students. I was

course

Pharmaceutical

Sciences

surprised how professors in this program
reacted to our questions. I decided to try to

The two lectures I found most

ask questions in my faculty, too because I

interesting were Lecture 12, Ecology and

found that we can learn much more through

Conservation Issues for North American

one question.

Pacific Salmon, and Lecture 15, Indigenous

The only thing that I would like to

Culture in Alaska.

ask is wider range of lecture theme. Since

First, let me talk about Lecture 12.

every lecture was very interesting and

In Lecture 12, Ecology and Conservation

brought me new point of view, I wonder

Issues for North American Pacific Salmon,

what if there were more variety of lectures.

the types and catches of North American

Global sustainability is related to almost

salmon were discussed. As you all know,

every subject. So I’d like to take more lectures

Hokkaido has one of the highest salmon

from various domain.

catches in Japan. As a native of Hokkaido, I

I want to thank everyone for giving

have been familiar with the subject since I

me such a wonderful opportunity.

was a child, going to salmon museums and
experiencing the release of salmon fry, as
well as fishing for salmon in the harbor with
my father. Therefore, I knew that the
construction of dams and the plastic pipes
used to culvert parts of the river made it
difficult for salmon to run upstream, but I
had no idea about the existence of salmon
cannons, so I was very surprised. In Japan,
fish passages exist for various river fishes,
such as ayu fish, but it was fun to see how the
U.S. uses them to help the salmon run.
In Lecture 15, Indigenous Culture in
Alaska, we were able to learn about the life
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of the native Alaskan people. There were a

fermenting it, and I was very excited when

lot of videos in this lecture, and at first I was

the foodstuff, kiviak, came up in the lecture.

very worried, "Will I really be able to watch

Addition to this, The student's high school

all of this? I was very worried. However, once

teacher had eaten seal meat and said it

I got the general flow of the lecture, I realized

tasted terrible, so it was interesting to hear

as I went through the videos that each

such a story.

indigenous tribe has a completely different

In

Hokkaido,

people

often

culture. What caught my attention was the

encounter brown bears when they go into

clothing worn by the native Alaskan people.

the mountains to gather wild vegetables,

In some parts of Alaska, the climate is very

mushrooms, etc. In Alaska, global warming

warm and mild, while in other parts, it is very

has made it more common to carry a rifle,

cold and severe. Therefore, of course, the

because of the danger of encountering bears,

characteristics of the clothing were also quite

as the professor mentioned in his answer to

different. Native Alaskans living in the coldest

a question. I felt that this was a point of

areas wore fuzzy, furry things, while in areas

concerns. The other day, a brown bear

where it was not that cold, there was no such

appeared in the Motomachi area, a

thing as fur. Looking back now, I realize that

residential area in Sapporo, and it was a big

this is due to the temperature, but of course

news story that was broadcasted nationwide.

also due to the ease of movement and the

It seems that bears are appearing in the city

difficulty of processing, which is why fur is

in Alaska as well, and I could find similarities

not used in areas where it is not so cold.

between Hokkaido and Alaska, both of which

Hokkaido is home to the indigenous Ainu

are rich in nature.

people, and their clothing is also different

In this lecture, I was able to hear

from the Ainu people's. Culture is truly

directly from professors in a field completely

created by the people who choose to live

different from my major, and there were

there, and although their clothing may have

many words that I was not used to seeing or

started out the same way, it seems to have

hearing, which made me keenly aware of my

become more unique over the years, this is

lack of vocabulary. In the discussions among

my opinion.

the students, I heard words that I knew but

Also, during the discussion among

couldn't instantly remember the meaning of,

the Hokkaido University students, there was

and I looked up the words, which not only

a person who knew the episode in my

helped me remember more and more of the

favorite manga "Moyashimon" about the

English I had forgotten in the course of our

foodstuff made by stuffing a seal with

conversations, but also gave me an

seabirds, burying it underground and

opportunity to encounter English words like
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compound words and guess their meanings.

great memories. Thank you for amazing

The lectures were fresh and new.

chances.

However, I think I was able to gain a
broader

perspective,

including

the

environment that humans have created,
which pharmacology should save, and the
plants and animals that have been affected
by the environment that humans have
changed. I would like to be involved in the
medical field in the future, and since the goal
of medicine is not only to cure a patient's
disease, but also to keep human society
healthy, I feel that it was meaningful to take
a lecture on such a theme.
Finally, I would like to talk about the
good and bad aspects of my online study
abroad experience.
Compared to the online language
study abroad experience at Portland State
University in the spring when I talked and
presented about myself, I felt that the online
study abroad experience on this topic was
difficult because I only had one discussion
with one professor, and because I was not
actually there, I could not learn much from
the pictures. I felt that it was difficult to study
abroad online. I think such fieldwork-type
lectures should be conducted offline, while
conversations between students, which are
mainly

English

conversation,

can

be

conducted online.
On the other hand, I think that
online courses can be used for English
conversation among students.
I can enjoy this program, and I get
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Title: What I have learned through the

occupies a large percentage of the earth's

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

surface, protecting those land in an accurate

Name: Nao, Otagaki

way is a critical issue. I’ve been always

Grade: 4th

thought protecting the forest is the most

Faculty/Graduate School: Agriculture

effective way to migrate climate change, but

Department:

Bioresource

and

I figured out it seems wrong. Rangeland can

Environmental Engineering

contribute to global warming as well as
permafrost. Suppressing is not always the

If I have to choose the two most

right way to deal with wildfire and the

interesting parts of the whole program, I will

problem of invasive cheatgrasses was also

pick up the lectures about permafrost (3rd:

surprising information for me. Since there’s

Prof. Yoshikawa and 11th: Prof. Valentine)

little rangeland in Japan, I want to see the

and lectures about Rangeland (8th: Prof.

vast rangeland in Oregon someday.

Ricardo, etc). Of course, I learned so many

These were the most impressive

things from other lectures, too, but I choose

and astonishing things I didn’t know before.

these two parts because they especially

From these lectures, I learned the

broadened my horizon.

importance of having general and wide

Firstly, I’m going to talk about

knowledge and having an interest in other

permafrost. I had little knowledge about

fields. I’m going to deepen what I try to say

permafrost until I took his lecture. I didn’t

from the next paragraph.

even know that permafrost is the storage of

My biggest interest has been

carbon and methane although one of my

environmental problems and how to deal

biggest interests is the carbon cycle on the

with those problems. That’s why now I’m

Earth. I was also interested in the difference

focusing on the tropical forests and their

in carbon storage in permafrost between

roles as the mitigator of climate change. I

tropic and boreal areas. Permafrost can be a

also volunteer at NGO which aims to protect

serious factor that can accelerate global

the tropical forest in east-southern Asia.

warming. Because of my lack of knowledge

Deepening my knowledge is important, but I

about permafrost, everything was new and

might be too focused on a specific area. In

fascinating. The life of Prof. Yoshikawa looks

order to solve the environmental problems,

fun and sustainable, so if I had the chance to

especially climate change and carbon

go to Alaska, I eager to experience life off-grid.

increase in the air, we have to see the

Secondly, I didn’t have any idea

problems from many different aspects. That

how rangeland plays important role in the

is obvious, but somehow, I forgot about it.

Earth ecosystem as well. Since rangeland

This program reminds me of the importance
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of having various views and questioning for

time more on collecting information from

anything even considered to be common.

various kinds of views. (I’ve been only

Permafrost and rangeland are valuable in

focusing on the tropical forest and

terms of climate change, but I didn’t know

investment. I’m reflecting on it.) The good

about those at all. There must be many other

news is that I’m still young enough to change

natural resources that affect climate change.

my actions and absorb a lot of information.

The most embarrassing event

Online Study Abroad was a rare

happened when our TA asked whether

experience for me, since this type of study

Japanese forest management is sustainable

was not common until the Covid-19 situation.

or not. The discussion with other students

I really appreciate it for all the members

about the biomass usage of forests in Alaska

including Professors, students, TAs, and

was another shock I got. I know a lot about

teachers who organized this whole program.

the tropical forest but have no information

Especially, I was really impressed by the

about the home country’s forest. I should

various TAs who assisted our discussion. All

have known about the sustainability of

TAs I met were friendly, cheerful, and filled

biomass power generation and the situation

with deep knowledge.

of other forests if I really want to contribute

The abnormal became normal

to environmental protection.

these days, and I really needed to get used to

Overall, I was embarrassed because

this type of class. In my department, many

of my lack of knowledge, but I learned so

classes are held online, but most of them

many things in this program. My biggest

don’t have discussion content. Discussing

interest is in the land and nature, but lectures

with many students who have different

and discussions about the ocean and social

backgrounds in English online was so

problems were also beneficial for me. For

precious experience for me. I believe this

example, I didn’t have much interest in

whole process will be useful in the future.

indigenous people until now, but after the

However, I have some points that

program, I want to know more about the

want organizers to improve next time. First,

Ainu and other indigenous cultures such as

there are gaps of academic difficulties

arts, clothes, and languages.

between lectures. Some lectures were easy

I don’t think this program directly

to follow, but others were not. Since my

affects my career decision because I’ve

major is agriculture, the lectures about the

always wanted to get a job related to

rangeland were easy to understand, but

environmental protection, but I became

some lectures about the marine system and

more interested in other aspects of

social science were hard. Students have

sustainable science. I want to use my free

various majors, so the difference in depth of
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understanding can cause imbalance or

Title: What I have learned through the

friction in the discussion.

online Short-term Study Abroad Program
Name: Sho, Obata

Secondly, this cannot be helped,
but the schedule changed too much. Even

Grade: M2

though this program was held during

Graduate School: Information Science and

summer vacation, students have many

Technology

things to do other than this program. I also

Department:

had to reschedule several things, which was

Informatics

System

Science

and

a bit frustrating. Hopefully, these issues can
be improved next time.

In this paper, I would like to write

Overall, I really enjoyed the whole

things, “most interesting lecture”, “the point

program and time flew so fast every day.

which is useful for my future study or path”,

Online courses are good opportunities for

and “Good point and Bad point”. I learned

students who cannot physically go abroad

various knowledge from the lectures of

for some reason. After normal life is back, I

many professors.

hope this course will continue both online
Most interested lecture

and in person. This can be a great place to
connect students and professors having

I am interested in the lecture which

various backgrounds.

focus on Technology potential. I would like
to explain two interesting lectures. They are
“Permafrost & Sustainable Life in Alaska &
Hawaii” from Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa (UAF),
and “Nature Inspired Design from the Sea”
from Prof. Summers (UW).
“Permafrost & Sustainable Life in Alaska &
Hawaii”
In the lecture of Prof. Kenji
Yoshikawa, this lecture is about life and
research in the permafrost. We explain offgrid. The off-grid means living without
electricity and roads. The Grid means
residential facilities such as roads and
electricity. So, the off-grid means living
without it. The professor has been living offgrid in Alaska and Hawaii.
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He explains the off-grid life in Alaska.

temperature is below zero. By this definition,

In Alaska, they use the reindeer for

soil that is not frozen and below 0 degrees

transportation. They use solar panels to

Celsius is the permafrost. Permafrost is

generate electricity. In summer, they use the

found in places like Hawaii, Mexico, and

electricity for their refrigerator. In the winter,

Kilimanjaro. For example, permafrost exist

they store their food outside because it is

on Mt. Kilimanjaro, at latitude 3 degrees

cold outside. They also use underground

south. The altitude is quite high. So, the

storage. They keep water in the basement as

permafrost

a supplement. The reason for this is that it

Geothermal heat is generated in its central

does not freeze in the winter. In Alaska, you

part. So, the permafrost exists outside of the

can even see the Northern Lights.

heated area.

exists

on

the

mountain.

He explains the off-grid living in

Another example is Mauna Kea.

Hawaii. They get their electricity from large

Mauna Kea is a volcano on the island of

scale solar panels. There, the sun is out all

Hawai’i, and has permafrost, even though it

year round, so they can continue to generate

is at an altitude of only 4200 meters. The

electricity. They also use most of the

surface is rough. This creates a convection of

electricity for their food refrigerators.

air. This special environment makes the

Obvious difference between the two cabins

existence of permafrost possible.

is water management. The amount of water

I was surprised to learn that there is

that evaporates is different between the two

the permafrost in low latitudes. There is also

regions. There is a difference in the amount

the permafrost in Japan. I think that research

of water evaporated even though the

in permafrost is important for the world and

amount of precipitation is the same. The

for us. The professor is also living off-grid in

amount of evaporation is very different even

his research. I think off-grid living is a great

though the amount of precipitation is low.

experiment. Off-grid is great for the economy

This is because the temperature in Hawaii is

and the environment. I am interested in off-

higher than that of Alaska.

grid living.
“Nature Inspired Design from the Sea”

He explains about the permafrost.
The permafrost is land that has been frozen

In the lecture of Prof. Adam, the

for more than two years. The definition of

contents were collecting Skeleton model

the permafrost is that it is below 0 degrees

data from fish and introducing the new

Celsius, and that materials below 0 degrees

product. Skelton model data got by scanning

Celsius are the materials that make up the

fish. The new product imitated the structure

earth. Due to salinity and other factors, some

of marine animals as an example of using the

land does not freeze even when the

data of their bones. The lecture was very
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interesting because my major is Information

program gave me a chance to think about

Science and Technology, and I am also

how I can apply my IT skills to other fields.

interested in the way of scanning. Prof. Adam

In "Permafrost & Sustainable Life in

Summers explained about fish and the CT

Alaska & Hawaii", I think there is a need for

scanner. We can find out the structure by

high-efficiency solar panels for off-grid living

scanning any fish. And we can obtain various

and the possibility of using robots to study

data, such as skeleton and muscle mass. I

permafrost.

thought that collecting such data to be
shared

would

be

advantageous

In "Nature Inspired Design from the

in

Sea", CT scanning has already been

developing untapped research areas. Since

introduced as an IT technology. We believe

these fields are niche and cost a lot of money,

that it is important to develop CT scanning

many researchers would be reluctant or give

technology with even greater accuracy. I

up. However, the value of the research

have also learned about the possibility of

results is very high. There are academic and

developing research through collaboration

commercial results. And it can be used in

with other fields in this way. I would like to

various ways to contribute to society.

apply this model to other fields as well. I

Therefore, it is important to collect fish data

would like to do more research.

by CT scan. In this lecture, we used free and
Good point and Bad point

open software to do the scanning. The
results of the scans showed that the models

I learned two things through this

were reproduced in great detail. In addition,

program. First, I improved my listening and

it was possible to scan in color. This software

speaking skills in English. Second, I gained

is excellent in reproducing realistic and

knowledge in fields other than my research

detailed models. As you can see, the field of

field. I hope to utilize it in the future.

biology continues to develop with the

The bad point was that we were

integration of science and technology.

not able to go to the site. Most of the lectures
were about nature. I think that some things

The point which is useful for my future

can only be understood through contact with

study or path

nature in that field.

I write about how what I have
learned through this program will be useful
for my studying and career choice. Through
this program, I have learned a lot about a
different field of study than my own. For
example, robotics, AI, and security. This
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Title: What I learned in the online short-term

seek the way of coexistence of humans and

study abroad program

nature.

Name: Mai Kobayashi

But only few people have noticed

Grade: 4

crisis of environmental issues and fewer

Faculty: School of Dental Medicine

people try to practice resolving issues of
environment. Even I didn’t have concerned

1. The contents of the lecture that interested

about the problem deeply before I took the

me the most and reasons

online lessons. However, after I took the

First, I was interested in the fire

lectures, I felt strongly environmental

effects on rangelands. I have imagined fire

problem is very serious one that now is our

have only bad effects but through the lecture

last chance to be able to improve, and

I knew adequate fire help plants to grow.

everyone living on Earth should be aware of

However too much fire allows to conifer

now serious situations.
But I’m not specialist about

encroachment and invade of exotic plants.
And in Japan there are lots of forest, but in

environmental

problem.

Through

this

East America, Africa, Indonesia and so on,

discussion with HU students, I recognized my

there are lots of rangelands. I have never

question was more elementary than other

known vegetation about world, so I was very

students belonged to department of

surprised, and I was more interested in world

agriculture, economics, and technology.
Many people all over the world

ecosystem.
Now I become interested in specific

regard the environmental problems as having

problems about Japanese forest thanks for

nothing to do with one. We must convey

learning problems of rangeland and wildfire.

current serious situation to as many people as

Also, I learned it’s important to convey

we can. And many people must recognize that

importance of nature next generation. Even if

this problem can happen to us, too.

we keep our best to preserve ecosystem, if we

Totally, I felt humans destroy

fail to convey the importance of mature to the

beautiful nature selfishly and humans make

next generation, our efforts will be waste. So,

nature more complicated. We have to say that

we must educate to elementary and junior

we do ourselves a disservice by us. City

high school students, and we must give

development is never bad things. But now, we

opportunities to recognize wonderfulness

do excessive work on development. As many

about nature.

people as possible need to realize ridiculous
situations and many people should be willing

Second, I realized again that many
animals’ life is taken away unfairly by human

to do what they can do for environment.

activities, on the other hands, some people

Of course, we should try to

try to protect animals and ecosystem and they

communicate ourselves to others who are
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women can choose to stay at home and men

unfamiliar with environmental problems.

can choose which working or staying home,
2. what I want to be useful for our future

too.)

learning

This is off the topic about this lecture,
I want to be a woman who will be the goal of

I will become a dentist and work in

working women in the future.

dental clinic. In dental clinics, there use lots of
electricity and produce lots of garbage such as
medical waste and dental plaster. Today’s

3. good and bad points about online class

dental

[good points]

treatment isn’t environmentally

friendly. In the future, medical treatment

1) I can spend meaningful time during

should aim for environmentally friendly

summer vacation.

materials and energy conservation. I’m glad to

2) In dairy life, I didn’t have opportunities to

have the opportunity to think about

speak English, so I had very good time.

relationship between dental treatment and

3) I’m very stimulated from perspective of

environmental issues through the lecture.

other students.
4) Even if my grammar is a little wrong, I can

Furthermore, I re-realize medical
circles is very narrow. I subconsciously had a

convey my opinion unexpectedly!

narrow outlook of things. There have many

5) I learned it’s not shame to make a mistake.

departments in Hokkaido University, and I can

[bad points]

learn lots of things even outside my field

1) I often have a difficult time to concentrating.

during my university life. In addition, I’m

2) I was insufficient in preparation and

Nitobe college student, so I can have many

knowledge about lecture. I regret not having

opportunities to take some lectures and to

studied a little earlier in advance.

attend some events.

3) Some lectures were rather difficult for me.
4) I can’t watch some lecture videos.

I’m afraid of only thinking about
dental medicine. I’d like to be interested in

5) It’s too difficult for online lecture to listen or

many issues in the future. I’d like to continue

speak English all day. I’d like to have an

to actively communicate to many people and

experience speaking or listening to English all

know a lot of things.

day.

By the way, Japan is a very sexist

6) We can look for words which we can’t know

culture. I want to work entire life. However, I

instantly, but we tend to be worried too much

predict that someone will discriminate me

about mistake.

against a lot because I’m a woman. To be
honest, discrimination against women is

Overall, I felt strongly that I was able

behind the times. In the days ahead, it’s only

to improve my English skills. I couldn’t have

natural for women to work. (Of course,

communicated by English until now Because I
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haven’t had confidence my English skills. But

Title: Great experience of the online lecture

this time, I could have confidence, conveyed

Name: Satoshi Muromachi

my thoughts, asked professor for my question.

Grade: 3

when I can’t have expressed my opinion

Faculty: Science

correctly, I didn’t never give up and try to

Department: Chemistry

convey my opinions.
I’d like to live abroad in the future, if

I learned a lot of things from the

possible, I want to work abroad. However, my

program. In the lectures, what I am interested

English skills isn’t insufficient. I’m going to

in are “Enhancing Ocean Acidification

continue to study English hard.

Resilience” and “Indigenous Culture in Alaska”.

Also, if I have a chance to go on-site and study

Firstly, I tell you about the former. In

abroad, I’d love to try.

my major, I study chemistry, and I had the

In the end, I appreciate to teachers

experiment of how much pH tap water

who gave me wonderful opportunities, TA

showed in the Hokkaido University. This

who helped us with the discussion, and my

experiment is similar to his research.

classmates who had an active discussion.

By the use of the Imaging
FlowCytoBot, he studies time-series changes
of temperature, salinity, pH, carbon dioxide,
oxygen, chlorophyll-a fluorescence, turbidity,
and current velocity in the ocean. To solve
problems, it is true that we must take actions
and implementations, but it is also necessary
to recognize the exists of problems clearly and
understand them better. Thus, his study,
which informs us of the existence of problems
and lets us understand them better, is very
meaningful for our society. Based on this
research, there are some plans now to
address ocean acidification and some of them
are being done. I would like to know what
these plans will lead to in the future. This is
why I am interested in his lecture.
Secondly, I tell you about the latter.
In the lecture, teachers picked up all kinds of
indigenous people in Alaska and politely told
their languages, histories, dances, and so on.
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In the last video, today’s situation among the

Especially, I can get new thoughts to

natives and actions to preserve the traditions.

immigrants from this program. In this society,

I practice Japanese traditional

we can move around the world easily and

dances and play Japanese traditional

many people inhabit in away from home

instruments, like the Japanese drum, in my

countries. For example, in my hometown,

club. These days, I have difficulty conveying

Aichi prefecture, a lot of Chinese people live

them to next-generation because of the Sars-

and work there. For these people, there are

Cov-2 pandemic. Thus, I am interested in how

many difficulties, like culture, notion, and

indigenous people in Alaska convey their

language, to live and work there. Thus, we

culture to the next.

must understand what they are worried

Moreover, I am surprised by how

about in order to get along well with them. In

much indigenous culture survives. Now,

this program, I can get the information

globalization is spreading around the world

specifically

and technology is developing very rapidly. In

Moreover, I am impressed by integrations as

this situation, more young people are not

border practices. To remove a lot of barriers, it

willing to succeed in traditions than before

is most important to make systems and

because they think that traditions are stiff and

facilities to support immigrants. However, in

sober. Therefore, the situation in Alaska is

Japan, they are not enough for immigrants to

surprising for me. In addition to it, it is

live comfortably. In a group discussion,

surprising that climate change has a big

someone asked other members where there

influence on their cultures now.

are such facilities, but anyone cannot answer

from

immigrants’

voices.

it.

Alaska is North America, which is
near the Arctic and a very cold area. This is

Although it is true that we do not

why indigenous cultures in Alaska are not

have enough information about it, I think it

irrelevant to glaciers that are on the sea.

means that facilities are little or are not

Recently, they have melted by temperature

advertised. If this thought is correct, there is a

raise in the globe, and big ices have drafted

serious problem. When immigrants have

near Alaska. As a result of it, boats of

worries and want to get supports, they are not

indigenous people have been destroyed by

able to talk with professionals. We must

the big ices, which is a serious problem now. I

change the situation, but I do not have the

did not know that the happening is occurring

power to do it. Therefore, I have decided to

in Alaska and that is why this lecture is

make friends with ISP students and help them

interesting for me.

during my school days. If I can do it, the
experience must be helpful in the global

Next, I am going to tell you how this

society.
Moreover, I can also know how

program affects my future.
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global warming affects the Earth specifically.

For example, we should set a spare day. If

These days, it is said that we must consider

we had done it, we would have reduced the

the environment to preserve the ecosystem

burden per day during this online program.

and a lot of leaders are tackling preventing

Like this approach, I wanted you to consider

global warming. However, I did not know how

other approaches before the first day of the

global warming affects our environment

program to avoid a tighter schedule.

concretely. In this lecture, I learned the effects
and actions to solve the problem in the United
State. From now on, I have worked on ecofriendly behavior while specifically imaging
changes of the environment.
Lastly, I am going to tell good points
and bad points of this online program.
First, it is a good point that we do not
need any money. I do not depend on my
parents’ money and most of the cost to live is
my work salary. I would have had to work
more to cover the expensive cost of studying
abroad if this program had not gone on online.
Hence, this point is very good for me.
Moreover, we do not spend a lot of time going
to the destination. As I want to join internships
for my future career this summer, I need
much time to prepare for them. Therefore, it
is very helpful to spend less time moving.
Furthermore, I can watch lecture videos many
times.
However, it was a bad point to
become time schedule tighter during the
second week because some teachers did not
come to the Zoom on time during the first
week. It is true that unexpected things are
sure to happen during special events, but I
think that there are some approaches to it.
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Title: The changes in my motivation for

useful to share studies with scientists around

sustainable society

the world. I learned this thing in lesson5 and

Name: Nao Ishige

lesson7. So, I introduced what I learned from

Grade: B4

lesson7.

Faculty: Agriculture

Dr.

Department: Bioscience and Chemistry

Sato

introduced

ocean

acidification and ways of monitor it in his
lecture. Acidification is caused by changes in

Recently, there is no day that I don’t

CO2 concentration in the ocean and

hear something related to SDGs. That made

monitoring of CO2 has been doing since 1958.

me realize that people take much care about

Now, there are many kinds of instruments in

sustainable society and try hard to achieve

his laboratory, and it let him get information

the 17 goals. Now, my major is environmental

about not only CO2 but images of plankton,

biogeochemistry and I’m studying soil

conductivity, temperature, and pH.

microbial community. There is a very strong

recognize that the situation of the ocean is

relationship between soil and environmental

getting worse and the necessity of enhancing

issues, so I expected to get a new point of

ocean acidification resilience.

We can

I was interested in the use of

view to think about SDGs in this class.
However, I was very nervous when I

monitoring data. Now, I’m also monitoring

saw the video-style lecture first time because

CO2 and other greenhouse gas (GHG) in the

I could not understand some terms in the

farmland in order to see the impact of climate

lecture, and I didn’t have knowledge of the

change. However, I did not know the ways to

different fields. Through the group discussion

utilize it and the importance of scientific

time, we could share the question and

communication related to telling the

summary of the lecture. I really enjoyed this

monitoring data until I’ve heard his projects.

time because exchanging the idea with

Also, he showed us the application which

students from different major was a rare

allows scientists to share much information

opportunity for me and everyone have

about ocean conditions in the U.S.

different opinions based on their major.

Through this lecture, I’ve learned

Sometimes, I had difficulties telling my

about the significance of monitoring the

opinion because of my lack of English skills,

current situation and the possibility of utilizing

but it changed my motivation for studying

them. In the future, we need further policies

English.

to regulate the emission of GHG. So, many
kinds of data from ocean and sharing systems

Through the lectures in this class, I
found that there are some similarities even

are very helpful to achieve it.

among the different countries and different

In the last part of the lecture, He

fields. For example, open sources are very

compared the ability to addressing ocean
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acidification between Washington and Japan

Japan and other countries. TA from India

because he has some partnerships with some

shared with us the wild animal conservation

towns in Japan. This kind of cooperation is

projects in his country, and it took 10 years to

also nice to tackle with global environmental

achieve the goal. I also shared my experience

issues.

in 2 months ago. I joined the conservation
project at Daisetsuzan national park in
Hokkaido. Then, I removed invasive plants

The other similarity I found in this
class is that there are many points of view to

from

overseas

by

hand.

Once

the

tackle the problem that occurred all over the

environment has been disturbed, It took

world. One of them is a wildfire in the

many hours to recover the vegetation and

rangelands.

ecosystem again.

We had some lectures about

These situations are completely

rangelands, and I thought that lesson 10 was

different from rangeland in Oregon, but I

very inclusive content. In the rangelands, sage

could learn the similarity of conservation way

glass has a very important role, and the glass

and rethink the importance of it.

is a common target to investigate the

There are also many other things I

ecosystem and its relationship with natural

could find similarities in the lectures, and I

disasters like wildfire.

think the most important thing is keeping the

We’ve learned the behavior of

balance of the environmental, social, and

wildfire in lesson 9, but I was interested in the

economic situations depends on the region.

way of actual conservation strategies in the

In the first lecture, Prof. Sumaila mentioned it,

lesson10. Dr. Jonathan said that there are

and I noticed the necessity of it through all of

many partners who participate in the

the lessons. Honestly, I’ve never much cared

conservation project like the government,

about social things when I think about

NGOs, and so on. The projects have to be

environmental issues. However, in order to

adapted to local conditions. So, there are

develop a sustainable society, we can’t miss

different strategies between the western

the social things like immigrants and cultural

area and the eastern area.

issues. Moreover, economical thinking is also

When we think about the wildfire,

needed for everyone to have a happy life in

we tend to remove it completely, but wildfire

the future. So, discussing with students from

has also important to maintain the ecosystem

different majors was very exciting and I could

function by giving the carbon as a nutrient

learn a lot of things from this lecture.

into the soil. So, not extinguishing but

Now, I have a plan to go studying

managing wildfire is very crucial. In the group

abroad in South American countries to study

discussion part, we exchange some examples

sustainable agriculture. I will have to study not

about environmental conservation projects in

only English but also Spanish, but I had not
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had any idea about it because I’ve never

Title: What I learned through the online

studied abroad, and I was nervous until this

Short-term Study Abroad Program and my

lecture. However, now I’m excited because of

thoughts about that.

this Short-term Study Abroad Program. Due

Name: Yuya TAKEDA

to COVID-19, we had classes online and learn

Grade: 3

the various north American situation just by

Faculty: Engineering

video and pictures. We had a very fulling time

Department: Electronics and Information

in these 2weeks and get much knowledge

Engineering

about the environmental situation, lifestyle,
and culture in the North American countries.

One of the most interesting

Someday, I also want to visit all of the sites

contents in the lectures is prediction of the

where the professors showed us and have a

number of fish in the future from ocean

real Short-term Study Abroad Program.

temperature and sea ice cover (Lecture 4 by
Prof. George L. HUNT, Jr.). Reduced sea ice
cover and early retreat which are caused by
warm water and wind bring a lack of large
zooplankton which means that fish have low
energy. Accordingly, ocean temperature and
the number of fish have correlation and it
makes prediction possible.
How far in advance we can predict is
a question provided in the lecture and I think,
at least, we can predict for three years
because ice algae which grow on sea ice’s
underside and is food of zooplankton affects
the number of zooplankton next year and the
lifetime of zooplankton is two years. First, the
fact that phenomenon of past three years
affects the present fascinated me. Second,
prediction of the number of fish helps to grasp
the yearly catch and to make a fishing plan. In
addition, it leads to sustainable development
by preventing indiscriminate hunting and
comparing the predicted number of fish with
the speculated number of fish which is
calculated
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from

actual

catch.

Finally,

predicting from analysis of statistics is likely to

environmentally-friendly means of reducing

the concept of data science and machine

excessive atmospheric levels of carbon

learning which are my major field of study.

dioxide. Therefore, soil carbon sequestration

Thus predicting how many fish will be able to

is attractive.
What I learned about sustainability

be caught from the connection between sea

through the program seems useful for studies

ice and fisheries makes me feel interest.
carbon

and course selection from now on. Before the

sequestration (Lecture 8 by Prof. Ricardo

first lecture, I considered meaning of

MATA-GONZALEZ). As we know, plants absorb

sustainability as just stopping excessive

carbon dioxide via photosynthesis and it is

hunting. However, sustainability is the

transported to the whole body of the plant as

concept which is constructed by three

a form of sugar, even including the root which

dimensions: environment, culture, and

is greater part of the plant. Moreover, roots

economy. Hence, I could realize why SDGs

remain even if the plants died or be grazed.

contain the goal such as no hunger and zero

Roots also transport carbon to microbes and

poverty.

The

other

is

soil

Besides, it will be helpful as cultural

it is held in soil like nitrogen fixation by

appreciation that I could learn the definitions

diazotroph.
I felt it interesting because though

of sustainability. This is, probably, the most

we know plants and their photosynthesis help

famous one; sustainability is development

to reduce carbon dioxide, the conception of

that “meets the needs of the present without

sequestration in the soil was novel for me. In

compromising

addition,

carbon

generations to meet their own needs”

sequestration is also a reason to choose this

(Brundtland Commission of the United

one. The

carbon

Nations, 1987). Other seems standard but

sequestration is a visible approach to

blind spot which is based on ecology;

ameliorate greenhouse gas production and

“sustainability is the endurance of systems

carbon sequestration also improves the soil

and processes” (Lecture 1 by Prof. Rashid

organic matter condition. Soil carbon

SUMAILA). The other was impressive to me;

sequestration is a safe method comparing to

“the Earth and the fullness of it belongs to

other ones, for example storing carbon

every generation, and the preceding one can

dioxide in the underground aquifer which the

have no right to blind it up from posterity”

explosion caused by high-pressure and the

(Adam Smith, 1766 Lecture on Jurisprudence).

effects of earth activity such as earthquakes

Consequently, I could comprehend the

are at stake, and according to U.S.

meaning of sustainability inductively through

Department of energy, carbon sequestration

taking lectures related to it and discussing it

is one of the most cost-effective and

according to the definitions and views. Not

Effectiveness of
promotion of

soil
soil
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the

ability

of

future

only gaining a better understanding of

What was inadequate was that I

sustainability, but also the experience of

couldn't express my thoughts well in English,

learning the new concept in English will surely

especially in the discussion of social science

continue to be useful.

and historical culture. There are two possible

In addition, the experience of

reasons at least. One was simply the lack of

attendance at the English course was also

vocabulary about them. On the other hand,

helpful though I mentioned learning English in

regarding natural science (most of the

the paragraphs of the good points and the

lectures were), I am familiar with English

bad points below. I have considered studying

expression and was accustomed to the

abroad at graduate school so being able to

discussion because I have participated in the

know the atmosphere of overseas lectures

class offered by CEED for a year. However,

and the difficulty level of English (although

regarding social science, I have almost no

lecturers may have reduced the difficulty level

experience. Therefore, it was probable that

for Japanese students in this program) will

when translating what I thought in Japanese

help me decide my future course and make a

into English, it had difficulty to successfully

study plan.

paraphrase Japanese expression which I did

Furthermore,

discussion

not know the translated one.

with

students from the doctoral course was also
good experience because it was a rare
opportunity and I could learn their way of
thinking and be advised about graduated
school and studying abroad.
Good points below are also useful
for studies and course selection without
regard to study abroad or not because even in
Japan, English is essential.
In the lecture, of course, we can
listen to native speakers’ English and in the
discussion we can listen to English which are
spoken by participants and TAs from various
countries, like Indian English. Both are good
points and besides, the participants’ high
English skill encouraged me to study English.
In addition, some lectures let us read paper
which was a good practice and I could deepen
my understanding of the lecture.
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Title: What I have learned through the online

packaging. ( Although I just have learned this

short-term study Abroad program.

technology when I make the decoration for

Name: Ayaka Miki

the party.)

Grade: 4 (Undergraduate)

nest. As the name Paper honeycomb are

Faculty: Health Sciences

made from paper not from plastic which is

Department: Medicine

called ecofriendly packing. Velcro the

This technology mimics honey

Japanese name called Magic tape.
This technology mimics Burdock Fruit which

I chose lecture 5 and lecture 1.
First, I am going to write about

sticks our cloth easily.

lecture 5, from Prof. Adam P. SUMMERS,

Another lecture I have chose to

University of Washington. The reason why I

wright this report is lecture 1, from Prof.

choose lecture 5 to wright this report is this

Rashid Sumaila, UBC.I think this lecture gives

topic was about fish-scanning and bio mimicry

us the important massage of why we need to

and this is the only the lecture I could find the

work with SDGs. We all know SDGs target and

relationship between the lecture I daily taking.

how important it is thorough the previous

In my lecture I have learned about CT-scan of

lecture given in Nitobe college though this

human (Not only how to take but also how

lecture give us the relationship of each SDGs

does the machine works or so on). In addition,

goals. Such as fisher subsidy ends up

I really be interested in this biomimicry

overfishing and inequality which we less

technology.

willing to.

The point of this is” Not using same

Thinking things by using this point of

technology but finding the similarity the

view, we might be able to think things deeper

things we can be easily to produce and apply”.

that not only thinking things from one aspect

( The lecturer gave us the example of suction

which seems to work well on SDGs. ( Does it

cup and during the lecture he answered our

also work on other goals? Does not it damage

question of how to produce the suction cup

another SDGs target achieving?)

by using silicon but not using protein that fish

Since this lecture held in the very beginning

has used as hair.) Learning from organism but

of this lecture series, I could have this way of

just use as mimic. This is the most interesting

thinking so that I could be able to think things

part for me in this lecture. Having this point

deeper!

and looking our daily life I have found that

Through the hole lecture, I have had

learning from organic stuff seems to be

great opportunity of discussion together with

unique however I guess this has been using

small group. Mostly I need to think my

many places. For example, paper Honeycomb

thought in Japanese and translate to English.

and Velcro.

Although this hard experience, I really enjoy
talking and sharing our thoughts.

Paper honeycomb is used for
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Title: Special experiences in the online Short-

Having the lecture by using Zoom, I
found some difficult. First, Since I am living

term Study Abroad Program

together with my family my network does not

Name: Liuhui Yang

work well since my family using my home net

Grade: M1

Wi-fi, so that I often had trouble that I could

Graduate School: Education

not listen others saying.

Department: Developmental Psychology

Secondary, same reason from First
This

one, I had difficulty of keep camera on

online

Short-term

Study

because of noise and action which my family

Abroad Program was certainly a valuable

made.

experience for me. It gave me the opportunity
Finally, I would like to say thank you

to interact with students from other majors

to all staff having this great opportunity during

with different characteristics, gain a lot of new

this COVID situation. I really enjoyed.

knowledge through the lectures and
questioning sessions with the professors. This
year's theme was Sustainable Development
Studies: Nature and Humans in North
America. Each lecture was unique, but all
focused on one topic: protecting the
environment

and

seeking

sustainable

development.
If I had to pick two classes that I was
most interested in, I would choose the first
lecture from

Prof.

Sumaila,

Global

Sustainability, and the fifth lecture from Prof.
Summers, Nature Inspired Design from the
Sea.
I believe Prof. Sumaila provided a
great start to this study program. On
sustainability and sustainable development,
he first introduced the definition and types of
sustainability to help us understand what our
topic was really about. I learned that
sustainability

is

not

just

ecological

conservation in a narrow sense, it is a nested
model that includes ecological, social, and
environmental
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components.

He

then

between

impressive. I also appreciate his fish scans,

sustainability and sustainable development:

which gave us a very visual sense of what he

the organizing principle of sustainability is

was working on. And the technique of

sustainable

is

applying beautiful colors could be considered

required to meet the needs of the present

a kind of art. The most fascinating part of the

without the compromising the ability of

lecture was the lifting of a 6lb rock by a

future generations. Moreover, we must focus

northern clingfish of only 0.05lb.

described

the

relationship

development,

which

Prof.

on sustainability because the earth has

Summers'

finding

limited space, limited resources, and

is undoubtedly amazing, yet what struck

technology has its limits. Considering the

me was that when his research was

science of sustainability is interdisciplinary,

questioned, he did not report back

which means that the quest for sustainability

aggressively, but accepted suggestions with

is not the exclusive responsibility of one field,

an open mind, and invited the researcher

but every profession can contribute.

who questioned him to work with him to

Even I, from the graduate school of

solve the problem together. This showed me

Education, can also bring my expertise to find

the spirit a quality researcher should have, as

ways to promote the development of the

well as inspired me to strive to be a more

knowledge, skills, understanding, values and

inclusive and open scholar.
When it comes to talk about future

actions required to create a sustainable

course, I’d like to say that I aspire to be an

world.
Finally, Prof. Sumaila mentioned the

outstanding researcher at university. This

threats that the oceans are facing, he

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

suggested that fishery subsidies should be

allowed me to step out of my professional

used to protect fish resource, which became

circle，gain a lot of knowledge as well as

a main argument in our questioning session. I
prefer this

lecture as it

only

perspectives from different majors. I honestly

thought-provoking. In

believe that in my future study life, I will not

addition, the systematic presentation of

only focus on my own field, but also on

knowledge about sustainability provided a

environmental protection and a range of

splendid basis for understanding the lessons

social issues. This program made me feel

that followed.

fresh and interesting, while at the same time

informative, but also

was

not

And Prof. Summers' lecture was

realizing the importance of multidisciplinary

much Intriguing. He didn't put up any

collaboration.

macroscopic theories, just simply introduced

I have a clearer direction now and

his diverting research and shared his team

am inspired to become a socially responsible

members as well as his family, that's quite

and ethical researcher. In addition to that, I
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really enjoyed interacting with other students

who went to the site to experience the local

who are all from Hokkaido University. We

flavor. Whereas it’s going online now, and our

are in different professions, different grades,

focus might be more on communication.

from undergraduate students who has not

Therefore, I harbor the idea that we ought to

yet chosen a seminar, to PhD students who

encourage students to share their own

are about to graduate. We have different

culture and customs, including their personal

characteristics, from enthusiastic girls to shy

experiences, to achieve the purpose of

but thoughtful boys. We also come from

"communication", instead of just listening to

different countries and bring different

the lecturers. In this way, we may be

customs and cultures with us. However, no

successful in making good use of the resource

matter how different we are, we could share

of students, who have different cultural

our ideas freely and equally on this platform.

backgrounds. In view of this, we are supposed

It was a treat to have a group of talented

to arrange some arguments in advance and

people gathered together and to have a

set up a session to encourage students

meeting of minds with them.

express themselves better.

The lecturers are also experts from

To sum up, I am grateful for the

various fields, and even have diverse

opportunity to participate in the online Short-

nationalities. They were all enthusiastic to

term Study Abroad Program. Although I had

answer our questions. Besides, I appreciate

to cancel some other arrangements, I believe

the tolerance of the instructor as well. She

it was absolutely worth it. I hope that the

pardoned me for asking questions again and

epidemic will end sooner, and the world will

again, even though I took up too much time

restore to the original beautiful place. When

discussing with the lecturers as I was so

that day comes, I believe we will be able to

interested in the topic. I learned from them

truly go there for the study abroad

not only about sustainability, but also about

experience.

the excellence of scholars at the top of the
field.
This program was far more
rewarding than I was expecting. I’m
convinced that the only regret is that we
could only learn about Alaska through videos
and

online

discussions

but

couldn't

experience the local flavor personally. Hence
if I had to suggest improvements, I would say
that the process could be adjusted
accordingly. It is probably crucial for those
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Messages from TAs

Name: WU You
Affiliation:
Graduate School of Humanities and Human Sciences

My thoughts/impression of the online program:
It was my second time to join this program and it was another valuable
experience for me. Firstly, I have learned a lot from both self-study session and group
discussion session. The topics of the lectures vary from biology, environment to
economy and culture. Learning all of the lectures widened my horizon and deepened
my understanding of different areas. What I learned was not only knowledge, but also
the lecturers’ passion and persistence of their own fields. Then, the group discussion
session enhanced my problem-solving ability. During the process, I was encouraged
to think more critically and creatively. And I found myself became more confident and
positive to deal with problems in an unfamiliar field. Secondly, the program enhanced
my skills of leadership and teamwork. As a TA, I was responsible for active
discussions. I tried my best to create a pleasant environment for everyone in the
group to share their own opinions. At the same time, I also enjoyed communicating
and cooperating with students from various backgrounds a lot.
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Name: Abhinav Dengri
Affiliation: Graduate School of Engineering,
Field Engineering for the Environment.

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

It was my second time to join the study abroad program as Teaching Assistant. The
opportunity to discuss and debate global sustainability issues with Japanese
students propelled me to join this program for the second time. The most exciting
task for me was facilitating discussion on various sustainability topics among
students from different majors and summarizing their arguments for further talks
with expert faculty. In addition, this program gives a rare possibility to interact with
Japanese students in English and get to know their perspectives. The students
participated actively, collecting enough background information that we were never
short of topics to discuss. As a result, I learned a great deal about marine and forest
sustainability which are close to my research application area. I want to thank all the
students and faculty for this wonderful experience.
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Name: HAO Wen
Affiliation: Graduate school of Medicine

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

I am very glad to be involved in this program. It is such a pleasant experience to me
for I was not so familiar with sustainability and SDG’s goals before, and thanks to
this program I had the chance to learn it from the experts worldwide and listen to
their professional and most advanced opinions. Meanwhile, it is also interesting to
talk with the undergraduates form different backgrounds and exchanges our ideas
about sustainability concerning our daily life. I found it is meaningful for everyone,
particularly the young generations, to get to know the sustainability and start our
own actions to realize it in the future.
This experience is beyond my expectation and I would like to give my best
appreciation to the organizers and everyone who were part of it. I hope we could
cooperate again in the future.
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Name: Papichaya Intajak (Jinny)
Affiliation: Graduated school of Dental Medicine

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

First of all I want to thank you Hokkaido university for giving me an opportunity
to be a teacher assistance in this wonderful program. This program provide me a rich
experience and new knowledge under the topic of global sustainability from
professor around the world. I learned many ways to develop a sustainable world, and
I realized that I need to do something for our world. As a TA, I was a leader for
discussion and ask question to the participants under each topic, it was so much fun
and interesting that everyone shared their own opinion and knowledge on the same
time we are learning new things together. I really recommend this program for our
generation to learn and make a better place for everyone without destroying the
possibilities for the next generation.
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Photo

Name: Chabi Montchebolatan Nicole
Affiliation: Graduate School of Economics and Business

My thoughts/impression of the online program:
I am Nicole Chabi from Benin Republic in my first year of PhD at the Graduate School
of Economics and Business at Hokkaido University under the SGDs Global
Leadership program of JICA. I am highly interested in Sustainable Development Goals
and it was an honor for me to take part in the 2021 Summer Short-term Study Abroad
Special Program (online). It is my second time participating in the program as a
Teaching Assistant (TA) and I still learnt many new things. Despite the fact that it
was online, I was really instructed. My interactions with the students and other TAs
deepened my understanding and enlarged my open-minded spirit. I was able to
connect with students from various backgrounds and different nationalities. Most of
the students were very comfortable with speaking English. Although some students
were shy, we were all able to share ideas and give our own understanding. The
students were very participative and asked pertinent questions.
I acquired new resources and knowledge about fisheries, marine ecosystem, the
ecology, climate variability, global warming, rangeland, wildlife in Oregon, indigenous
culture in Alaska, Integration of immigrants in Canada, global sustainability etc. The
lecturers from different universities and the professionals from diverse backgrounds
gave outstanding lectures and explanations. Although I am doing economics, I was
really impacted by the program and learnt a lot on how practically I could, on an
individual level contribute to the sustainability of my society and environment. I am
forever grateful for having been part of this program and I thank all the organizers
and the coordinating team staff. From Sapporo, I visited Vancouver, Alaska,
Washington and Oregon thanks to the program. I am excited to participate in person
in the program in the future.
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Name: Yuan Yuan
Affiliation: Graduate School of Dental Medicine

My thoughts/impression of the online program:
It was the first time for me to attend this program as TA. Absolutely, it was interesting
and also it was another new world for me as it was totally different from what we are
studying. My most interested part is discussion class. From the first time to meet our
cute and excellent students, talking with each other and sharing ideas. In that period,
I can feel their improvement. Some students were shy to talk or share their opinion at
the beginning, but they became more activated after enjoying the Zoom discussion.
Actually, I was always surprised about their view of many areas that I was not familiar.
If next time I still can attend, will be so pleasure. I’m looking forward to new professor
and new research area!
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Name: CHEN XI
Affiliation:
Graduate School of Humanities and Human Sciences

My thoughts/impression of the online program:
I am so glad to join this program as a teaching assistant.
At first it was quite a challenge for me to lead the discussions, because my major is
sociology and museology, which have very little connections with ecosystem and
fisheries. And the students were a little bit nervous at first, too. Fortunately, they
became more confident to share their ideas after several days. And I also managed
to find a way to encourage the quietest student to be brave and talk more. It was
gratifying to see they became more and more active, and eventually they could have
a perfect discussion that almost didn’t need me to lead.
I’ve learnt a lot about how to communicate with students, how to collaborate with
other teaching assistants, and made many friends during this program.
I really hope to join this program again and I think I can do better next time.
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Name: Nirmit Sakre
Affiliation: Department of Cosmosciences,
Graduate School of Science,

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

First of all, I would like to mention that this course was a great learning experience
for me, and I would like the thank the organizers for giving me this opportunity to
learn such an essential topic of Sustainable Development Science. The lecturers
introduced us to Sustainable Development Goals and showed us various ways in
which their research contributes to achieving these goals. They showed us how
various anthropogenic and natural factors affect sustainability and such a diverse
topic involving humans and nature is quite intriguing to me. I think this course has
improved my thought process and broadened my horizons toward our Mother Earth.
Along with the learning experience, this course was also quite joyful. We had many
wonderful discussions with students and lecturers. Overall, it showed us how people
from different fields of Science, through shared goals, can have a great experience
by communicating among themselves and learning together. Finally, I would like to
appreciate the efforts put in by lecturers and students in making this course a
success.
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Name: CHEN YU
Affiliation:
Laboratory of Micro-Biomechanics
Division of Human Mechanical Systems and Design
Graduate School of Engineering

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

I am so appreciated that Hokkaido university provide me this specific learning
platform. During these two weeks of study, I think I am not only broadened my
horizons and learned new knowledge improve, but also through the communication
with Japanese students felt more deeply the difference in culture and the way of
thinking. Because of the COVID-19, we can't carry out the lessons face-to-face, but
I think we have also put a good end to this project. At the end I want to say that
because of everyone’s cooperation, this online exchange project ended perfectly. I
would be happy to continue participating in such activities. In this process, not only
can I help others, but I have also grown.
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Name: Tsuji Marina
Affiliation: Graduate School of Education

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

It was such a wonderful experience for me to join this program as a Teaching
Assistant. Even I was a TA, I could learn a lot of things not only about environmental
problems related to economics and cultures but also about the connection between
the world and our daily lives. Watching all lectures broadened my point of view and
helped me pay more attention to the world. In addition, students are so cheerful and
in a willing manner that made discussions great that we, all participants including
students and TAs, could learn many. This short-term special program provided a
precious opportunity to learn from many different backgrounds where is difficult to
have especially in this pandemic situation. I would like to express my deep
appreciation for all of the professors of all lectures, other TAs, all students, and
everyone who had worked for this program.
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Name: Yan Dongyang
Affiliation: Graduate School of Education

My thoughts/impression of the online program:

I am thrilled at the opportunity of being a Teaching Assistant for this programme.
Thanks for the programme, I could not only have discussion with students with
different background, but also learned a lot about the fields that I’ve never known
before including Global Sustainability, Marine Environment and so forth. I really
enjoyed the class and discussions are always insightful with something new to learn.
I was so grateful to have been able to take part in the this programme.
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